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ABSTRACT
Volume III of this postfire report deals with the insulation
component of the RSRM. The report is released twice for each flight set.
The interim release contract date is on or before 60 days after the last
field joint or nozzle to case joint is disassembled at KSC and contains
the results of the KSC visual evaluation. The data contained in the
Volume III interim release supersedes the insulation data presented in
the KSC 10 day report. The final release contract date is on or before
60 days after the last factory joint is disassembled at the Clearfield
H-7 facility and contains the results of all visual evaluations and a
thermal safety factor analysis. The data contained in the Volume III
final release supersedes the interim release and the insulation data
presented in the Clearfield 10 day report.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
STS-33 was launched from KSC pad 39B on 22 November 1989. Two of
the Redesigned Solid Rocket Motors were part of the launch system and
were designated RSRH-7A (360LOO7A) and RSRH-7B (360LOO7B). Both motors
incorporated the redesigned nozzle to case joint and case field joint as
shown on Figure i. Following booster separation and splashdown, the
motors were recovered and returned to Cape Canaveral Hangar AF for
disassembly and inspection.
Following the inspection at Hangar AF, the segments were returned to
the Thlokol Corporation H-7 refurbishment facility. There, the insula-
tion thicknesses were measured, and the factory Joints were disassembled.
The documentation of these inspections and the insulation thermal
performance evaluation (material decomposition safety factor) have been
added to this final release of the report.
In an attempt to standardize and document the evaluation of flight
RSRMs, a Postfllght Engineering Evaluation Plan has been written
(References 1 and 2). The PEEP outlines the basic evaluations to be
performed. Appropriate procedures contained in this plan were used to
evaluate the internal and external insulation. Addendums to the PEEP
were written which outline additional evaluations to be performed on the
RSRH-7A and RSRH-7B motors to assess conditions documented on prefire
discrepancy reports (References 3 and 4). The intent of these procedures
was to insure that all pertinent evaluation points were examined and
documented In a consistent and complete manner.
2.0 OBJECTIVES
The objective of this report is to document the postfltght condition
of the internal and external insulation and evaluate the material
decomposition safety factors of the RSRM-7A and RSRM-7B internal
insulation. An additiohal objective of this document Is to discuss the
Insulation Component Program Team assessment of the observations.
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3.0 SUMMARY
A summary of the RSRM-7A and RSRM-7B external and internal
insulation condition is found below. A detailed description of the
results can be found in Sections 6.0 through 9.0.
3.1 EXTERNAL INSULATION
3.1.1 Factory Joint Weatherseals
Two of the fourteen weatherseals
unbonds.
The RSRM-7A aft segment stiffener
weatherseal was unbonded on the aft edge
on this flight set exhibited
to stiffener factory
for approximately 70%
joint
of the
circumference. The depth of the unbond measured from 0.8 to 0.9 inch
which was to the pin retainer band. The unbond exhibited Chemlok 205 to
case failure. Water was dripplng from the unbond, and corrosion was
evident under the unbond. There was no evidence of soot or heat effects
on the unbonds. Paint was peeled up from the case and attached to the
edge of the weatherseal intermittently along the unbond. Corrosion was
evident on the case under the peeled paint. A Small forward edge unbond
was also noted near 310 ° and measured 0.5 inch longitudinally by
approximately 0.75 inch circumferentially.
Two insulation to case unbonds were identified on the forward edge
of the RSRM-7B forward segment cylinder to cylinder weatherseal. The
weatherseal was unbonded centered at 160 ° for 14 inches to a depth
ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 inches. The paint was also peeled and missing
from the case in the area forward of the weatherseal in two places. The
occurrences measured 2.4 inches longitudinally by 5 inches circumferen-
tially and 3.25 inches longitudinally by 7 inches circumferentially. The
forward edge of the weatherseal was also unbonded centered at 135 ° for ii
inches to a depth of 0.I inch. An aft edge unbond was noted at 210 ° and
measured 0.6 inch longitudlnall_ by approximately 1 inch, clrcumferen-
tially. All unbonds were at the Chemlok 205 to case interface.
The other factory joint weatherseals appeared to be in excellent
condition. Normal heat effects and discoloration were evident on the
weatherseals of both aft segments, and normal debris impact damage from
re-entry was evident intermittently on the aft edges of the weatherseals.
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No significant areas of missing EPDH insulation were noted. The K5NA
closeouts over the thermocouple vires were in good condition, with no
evidence of water leaking from any of the these locations,
3.1.2 Stiffener Stubs and Rings
The insulation over the stiffener stubs and rings was in good
condition. Normal heat effects and discoloration were evident on all
surfaces in the 220e-2700-320 ° region-. There were no significant areas
of missing material. The EPDM was well bonded to the stiffener stubs and
appeared to be well bonded to the stiffener rings. There was very little
stiffener ring damage since the sea state was high at splashdown. The
KSNA repair on the outboard edge of both forward stiffener stubs showed
normal erosion and some small missing chunks intermittently around the
circumference.
3.2 NOZZLE TO CASE JOINTS
Based on the visual evaluation, both nozzle to case joints performed
well. No gas paths through the polysulflde adhesive were identified.
The RSRM-7A polysulfide bondline failed 83Z cohesively at disassembly
while the RSRH-7B bondline failed 89_ cohesively at disassembly.
One small void in the polysulfide was identified on the RSRH-7A
joint at 109 ° and measured 1.6 inches longitudinally by 0.25 wide. The
void extended across the step but did not extend to the wiper O-ring and
was not penetrated by hot gas. Porosity was evident on both joints in
the step region. The average polysulfide vent slot fill was 32Z on
RSRH-7A and 84Z on RSRH-7B.
3.3 FIELD JOINTS
The internal insulation in all six of the case field joints
performed as designed, and no anom_lous conditions were identified.
J-leg tip contact was evident full circumference at each joint. Vet soot
deposits extending down the bondline were noted on all of the RSRH-7
field joints, generally to a depth of 0.2 to 0.7 inch radially into the
bondline (outboard from the remaining material). The maximum depth of
the vet soot was 1.35 inches on the RSRM-7B center field joint. No heat
,ev,s,o,A____ ooc .o. TWR-17546 I_L III
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effects were evident under the soot. Similar wet sooting has been noted
on previous RSRM joints and is believed to occur at re-entry or splash-
down during joint flexing.
There were no clevis edge separations that were recordable (over
0.I0 inch depth). Some tang edge separations were visible on the field
Joints. The tang insulation edge separations were probed during
postflight inspection at Clearfield H-7. The deepest postfire tang edge
separation had a depth of 0.25 inch as compared with no preflre separa-
tion. These separations are documented in Tables 5 and 6.
Clevis insulation cracks were noted on the radius region insulation
on four of the six field joints. Some cracks were noted on prefire
Problem Reports. The cracks did not have any effect on the function of
the joint.
3.4 IGNITER JOINTS AND INSULATION
The condition of the igniter boss insulation was excellent. An
evaluation of both RSRM-7A and RSRM-TB igniter boss insulation to case
interfaces revealed no edge separations. The molded insulation surface
was in good condition, and both joints exhibited normal erosion on the
inboard surface. One blowhole through the putty was present on the
RSRM-7A igniter to case joint at 332 ° • The putty in the RSRM-7B joint
had no blowholes, however, putty was extruded up to the adapter full
circumference and onto the aft face of the adapter intermittently around
the circumference.
The RSRM-TA igniter adapter to igniter chamber joint was in good
condition with no blowholes. The igniter adapter to igniter chamber
joint on the RSRM-7B had a blowhole through the putty at 3400 . Soot was
in the putty from 315 ° to 350 ° but did ncc extend to the gasket. No
adverse effects on the performance of the joint resulted from either of
the blowholes.
3.5
of the factory joints, was in good condition. No
penetration through the insulation was identified.
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The acreage insulation, including the internal insulation over each
evidence of hot gas
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3.5.1 Aft Segments
Four to six small blisters were identified in the CF/EPDM in the
RSRM-7A aft dome. The largest blister measured 1.75 inches axially by
0.25 inches circumferentlally. This was significantly less than was seen
on the previous flight set and is considered a normal condition.
The aft segment NBR inhibitor stubs exhibited scalloped erosion
around the circumference. These areas had a very short inhibitor stub
with intermittent inhibitor pieces taller than adjacent areas. This
condition has been noted on all previous flight RSRM aft segments. This
uneven erosion was not typically seen to this extent on HPM motors, but
it does not appear to be a problem. There were no tears in either
inhibitor.
The aft segment acreage insulation was in normal condition. There
were no gouges, separations, cuts, missing material, excessive erosion,
or other areas of blisters.
3.5.2 Center Segments
Only two inhibitor tears greater than 3 inches radially were noted
in either aft center segment inhibitor stub. Both were noted on the
RSRM-TB aft center segment and measured 4.0 and 4.5 inches in length.
Some radial tears were noted in the forward center segment NBR
inhibitor stubs (nine on RSRM-TA and eight on RSRM-7B). The tears in the
forward center segments ranged from 5.0 to Ii.75 inches radially. The
radial extent and frequency of the tears identified in the inhibitor
stubs are within the range of tears noted on past flight motors. The
edges of the tears demonstrated no material loss or erosion. This
indicated that the tears occurred after motor burn.
The acreage insulation exhibited normal erosion. The castable
inhibitor was completely missing on all four center segments. The flap
and CF/EFDM was completely eroded to the flap bulb on the aft center
segments and partially eroded on the forward center segments.
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3.5.3 Forward Segments
The stress relief flap was present full circumference on both
forward segments but was heat affected and eroded. The castable
inhibitors were completely missing full circumference. The flaps had a
scalloped appearance similar to that seen on previous RSRM flight forward
segment flaps. The acreage insulation was in normal condition. The
eleven point star pattern was easily distinguishable in the liner.
A detailed examination was performed on the insulation in both
forward domes near the igniter boss to inspect for evidence of voids or
thin insulation. No gas paths or areas of abnormal erosion were
identified. The insulation in this area was also removed, and no
indications of folds or voids at the insulation to case interface were
noted. Dissection and evaluation of the two RSRM-7 igniter boss forward
dome samples were completed and thickness measurements, void mapping, and
photographs of the samples were done. In general, these insulation
lay-ups looked very good. Inspection by Process Engineering showed there
were only 6 to I0 small voids (typically 0.I0 inch with 0.17 inch maximum
diameter) and several small folds at the case surface for each layup.
3.6 INSULATION THERMAL PERFORMANCE
No unacceptable conditions were found in the thermal safety factor
evaluation of the nozzle to case joints, field joints, factory joints,
and case wall acreage areas. All safety factors exceeded the minimum
requirements. A summary of minimum safety factors can be found in Tables
1 through 3.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
During the KSC evaluation, Squawk forms were generated )_ report and
track observations which violated the Postflight Engineering Evaluation
Limits (Reference I). The Squawks were reviewed by the SRB/SRH Post-
flight Assessment Team, and some of the Squawks were elevated to PRs.
All observations presented in this document were reviewed by the
Insulation Component Program Team to determine which observations were
potential anomalies. The observations documented on PRs and Squawks
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were automatically termed potential anomalies. The Insulattbn Component
Program Team then classified each of the potential anomalies as
'critical', 'major', or 'minor' anomaly or 'remains observation' as
defined per the Table 4 Redesign Program Review Board (RPRB) criteria.
4.1 KSC EVALUATION CLASSIFICATIONS
The Insulation Component Program Team identified two
observed at KSC which were considered potential anomalies:
_MINOR ANOMALY'
I.
conditions
The RSRH-7A aft segment stiffener to stiffener factory joint
weatherseal was unbonded on the aft edge for approximately 70%
of the circumference. The unbond exhibited Chemlok 205 to case
failure. A small forward edge unbond was also noted near 310 °.
The following documentation was written against these
conditions:
KSC Squawk I.D. number 33-026
KSC PR PV6-146111
PFAR 360L007A-04
Two insulation to case unbonds were identified on the forward
edge of the RSRH-TB forward segment cylinder to cylinder
weatherseal. The weatherseal was unbonded at 160 ° for 14 inches
and at 135 ° for II inches. A small aft edge unbond was noted at
210 °. All unbonds were at the Chemlok 205 to case interface.
The following documentation was written against these
conditions:
KSC Squawk I.D. number 33-024
KSC PR PV6-145966
PPAR 360LOO7B-OI
These unbonds are believed to be a result of surface contamina-
tion and do not represent a flight debris concern. A team has
been established to evaluate weatherseal unbonds. The condition
was classified as a 'minor' anomaly.
_REMAINS OBSERVATION'
2. Repair adhesive from a prefire clevis insulation separation
repair was noted on the clevis ramp insulation of the RSRM-7A
aft segment and on the tip of the clevis insulation of the
RSRM-7B aft center segment. The following documentation was
written against this condition:
PFAR 360LOO7A-14
PFAR 360LOO7B-26
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Since the adhesive did not extend into the bonding region of the
joint and did not affect the function of the joint, it was
classified as 'remains observation'.
The Insulation Component Program Team presented their assessment of
the observations shown in this document to the RPRB on 13 December 1989.
The RPRB accepted the insulation team's classifications as presented.
4.2 H-7 EVALUATION CLASSIFICATIONS
The Insulation Component Program Team identified no conditions
observed at Clearfield H-7 which were considered potential anomalies.
The Insulation Component Program Team presented their assessment of
the Clearfleld H-7 observations to the RPRB on 29 August 1990.
Insulation Design has concluded that the RSRM-7A and RSRM-7B
insulation systems performed as designed.
5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are based on the results of the RSRM-7
postflight inspection.
5.1 KSC EVALUATION RECOMMENDATIONS
5.2
. Increased controls should be implemented in the processing of
the factory joint weatherseals to eliminate contamination and
ensure adequate bond strengths are achieved.
, M-Ill planning should be reviewed to insure adequate precautions
and inspections are made in conjunction with clevis insulation
edge separation repairs.
H-7 EVALUATION RECOMMENDATIONS
I. Insulation thickness measurements need to continue to be
screened and all outlying data re-measured and verified or
corrected to ensure that safety factor violations do not occur
due to bad data.
6.0 RSRM-7A VISUAL EVALUATIONS
During the postflight evaluation, Insulation Design documented the
condition of the external factory joint weatherseals, stiffener rings,
stiffener stubs, nozzle to case joint, case field joints, igniter to case
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joint, segment acreage insulation, NBR inhi_itors, and stress relief flap
regions. A copy of this documentation for RSRM-7A can be found in
Appendix A. The condition of the RSRM-7A insulation components is
discussed In the following subsections.
6.1 RSRM-7A EXTERNAL INSULATION
6.1.1 RSRM-7A Factory Joint Veatherseals
Each factory joint weatherseal was visually inspected, and the
results are recorded In Tables A-I through A-7. No significant areas of
missing EPDM insulation were noted on any factory Joint weatherseal.
The weatherseals on all three aft segment factory joints were
slightly heat affected from 220"-270°-320 ° due to t_e plume radiation
from the solid rocket motors and shuttle maln engines. The heaviest heat
effects occurred near 270 °. Thls is a normal occurrence that had no
effect on the performance of the weatherseals.
The RSRM-7A aft segment stiffener to stiffener factory joint
weatherseal was unbonded on the aft edge for approximately 70% of the
circumference. The depth of the unbond measured from 0.8 to 0.9 inch
which was to the pin retainer band. The unbond exhibited Chemlok 205 to
case failure. There was no evidence of soot or heat effects on the
unbonds. Paint was peeled up from the case and attached to the edge of
the weatherseal intermittently along the unbond. Corrosion was evident
on the case under the peeled paint and under the unbonded weatherseal. A
small forward edge unbond was also noted near 310" and measured 0.5 Inch
longitudinally by approximately 0.75 inch circumferentlally. Thls was
the only joint which showed any moisture under the weatherseal.
Research of the manufacturing logs for the RSRM-7 factory joint
weatherseals revealed that the Conscan readings for the RSRM-7A aft
segment stiffener to stiffener weatherseal aft bonding surface were above
current planning requirements. Results of the swab sample taken at KSC
in the unbond revealed no measurable contamination.
A team has been established to evaluate the occurrence of weather-
seal unbonds. Until this evaluation is completed and corrective action
Is taken, weatherseal unbonds are expected to continue to occur. It has
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been analyzed and determined that the unbonds do not represent a flight
concern; however, the resulting case corrosion problems are being dealt
with by removing the weatherseals at Hangar AF.
The remainder of the RSRM-7A weatherseals were in excellent
condition.
6.1.2 RSRM-7A Stiffener Stub and Rings
The condition of the insulation over the forward stiffener stub and
the stiffener rings is recorded in Tables A-8 through A-II. The
insulation was in good condition with normal heat effects and discolora-
tion on all surfaces. The heaviest heat effects occurred from
220"-270"-320 ° due to the plume radiation from the solid rocket motors
and shuttle main engines. No visible damage to any stiffener ring insul-
ation was noted. This was due to the rough sea state at the time of
booster splashdown. Some insulation unbonds were noted on the end of the
ring segments after removal from the case. These unbonds were a result
of the hydrolazing process.
The K5NA repair on the outboard edge of the forward stiffener stub
showed normal erosion and some small missing chunks intermittently around
the circumference.
6.2 RSRH-7A NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT
The nozzle to case joint insulation condition is recorded in Tables
A-12 and A-13. The nozzle to case joint performed as expected with no
polysulfide blowholes identified across the bondllne. One small void in
the polysulfide was identified at 109 ° and measured 1.6 inches longitudi-
nally by 0.25 wide. The void extended across the step but did not extend
to the wiper O-ring and was not penetrated by hot gas. Polysulflde
porosity was evident in the step region full circumference.
The failure mode of the polysulflde bondllne at disassembly was
approximately 83% cohesive within the polysulfide, 15% adhesive at the
NBR to polysulfide interface, and 2% adhesive at the phenolic to
polysulfide interface. The vent slots showed an average polysulfide fill
of 32% with values ranging from 0% to 100% fill.
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The bondline around the circumference demonstrated erosion similar
to that observed on previous RSRM motors. The polysulflde was decomposed
further into the joint than the flap erosion. For approximately 0.40
inch aft of the erosion, the polysulflde was partially decomposed and
bubbled. Although the material was partially decomposed, no gas flow
occurred In the adhesive bondllne decomposed region.
The insulation erosion in the joint region was similar to the
condition of previous RSRM flight motors. The NBR flap and baffle
appeared to be bonded In place and In excellent shape wlth normal heat
effects and erosion.
6.3 RSRM-7A FIELD JOINTS
6.3.1 RSRM-7A Aft Field Joint
The joint insulation configuration performed as designed. The joint
insulation surfaces exhibited normal charring and erosion. Measurements
of the tang material char depths and bondllne contact are provided in
Table A-14.
The general appearance of the pressure sensitive adhesive was noted.
Contact within the joint was based on the flat appearance and matted
texture of the adhesive, and non-contact was based on the glossy
appearance of the adhesive. The joint appeared to have made contact full
circumference at the tip of the J-leg. The bondllne contact was measured
at 0 °, 90 °, 180 °, and 2700 . The average contact was 0.98 inch.
No evidence of motor chamber gas leakage to the O-rings or past the
J-jolnt insulation was identified.
Wet sooting into the joint bondline was essentially uniform full
circumference to 0.30 to 0.40 inch outboard from the remaining material.
Wet sooting similar to this has been seen on previous flight sets and is
believed to occur during motor re-entry or splashdown when the joint may
flex and allow soot into the bondline.
Cracks and crazing were also noted on the clevis insulation in the
radius region at 380 , 82 °, 140 °, and 310 ° . Cracks on this segment were
noted on a prefire PR. None of the cracks had any effect on the function
of the joint.
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Repair adhesive from a preftre clevis insulation separation repair
was noted on the clevis ramp insulation at 245". The adhesive measured
approximately 1 inch long by 0.05 inch clrcumferentlally by 0.01 inch
thick. The adhesive did not extend into the bonding region of the Joint
and dld not affect the function of the joint. Evaluation of the segment
logs indicates that the edge separation repair was performed at Thiokol
before shipment to KSC.
No clevis or tang edge separations were identified at KSC. During
inspection at Clearfleld H-7, no recordable (over 0.I0 inch deep) clevis
edge separations were identified. Tang edge separations were visible on
the aft field joint. The tang insulation edge separations were hard
probed during postfllght inspection at Clearfield H-7. The deepest
postflre tang edge separation had a depth of 0.175 inch as compared with
a prefire separation of 0.03 inch. These separations are documented in
Tables 5 and 6.
6.3.2 RSRM-7A Center Field Joint
The joint insulation configuration performed as designed. The joint
insulation surfaces exhibited normal charring and erosion. Measurements
of the tang material char depths and bondline contact are provided in
Table A-15.
The general appearance of the pressure sensitive adhesive was noted.
Contact and non-contact within the joint was based on the flat appearance
and matted texture, or the glossy appearance of the adhesive. The joint
appeared to have made contact full circumference at the tip of the J-leg.
The bondline contact was measured at 0 °, 90 °, 180 °, and 270 °. The
average contact was 1.16 inches.
No evidence of motor chamber gas leakage to the O-rings or past the
J-joint insulation was identified.
Wet sooting into the joint bondline was noted full circumference
ranging from 0.30 to 0.70 inch outboard from the remaining material. Wet
sooting is believed to occur during motor re-entry or splashdown when the
joint may flex and allow soot into the bondline.
Tape adhesive residue was noted intermittently on the clevis
insulation surfaces and had no effect on the joint.
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A small area of crazing was supposed to be at 158 ° on the clevis
insulation in the radius region as defined on a preflre PR. The
condition, however, could not be located.
No clevis or tang edge separations were identified at KSC. During
inspection at Clearfleld B-7, no recordable (over 0.I0 inch deep) clevis
edge separations were identified. Tang edge separations were visible on
the center field joint. The tang insulation edge separatlons were hard
probed during postfllght inspection at Clearfield H-7. The deepest
postfire tang edge separation had a depth of 0-.150 inch as compared wlth
no preflre separation. These separa[ions are documented in Tables 5 and
6.
6.3.3 RSRM-7A Forward Field Joint
The joint insulation configuration performed as designed. The joint
insulation surfaces exhibited normal charring and erosion. Measurements
of the tang material char depths and bondllne contact are provided in
Table A-16.
The general appearance of the pressure sensitive adhesive was noted.
The joint appeared to have made contact ful'l circumference at the tip of
the J-leg. The contact area appeared flat with a matted texture. The
bondline contact was measured at 0°, 90 °, 180 °, and 270 °. The average
contact was 1.16 inches.
No evidence of motor chamber gas leakage to the O-rlngs or past the
J-joint insulation was identified. No evidence of cracks or crazing was
identified on the joint insulation surfaces.
Wet sooting into the joint bondline ranged from 0.30 to 0.60 inch
outboard from the remaining material full circumference.
No clevis or tang edge separations were identified at KSC. During
inspection at Clearfield H-7, no recordable (over 0.10 inch deep) clevis
edge separations were identified. Tang edge separations were visible on
the forward field joint. The tang insulation edge separations were hard
probed during postflight inspection at Clearfield H-7. The deepest post-
fire tang edge separation had a depth of 0.210 inch as compared with no
prefire separation. These separations are documented in Tables 5 and 6.
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6.4 RSRM-7A IGNITER JOINTS AND INSULATION
The condition of the igniter to case Joint insulation is recorded in
Tables A-17 through A-20. The condition of the igniter boss insulation
was excellent. An evaluation of the insulation to case interface
revealed no edge separations. There was a small amount of loose flashing
on the igniter boss near 60 °. This is a fairly typical condition. The
boss molded insulation surface was in good condition with normal erosion
on the inboard surface.
The overall condition of the putty in the igniter to case joint was
good. The color of the putty was a consistent light olive green. The
putty exhibited 100% cohesive failure and nominal tack for the full
circumference. There was one blowhole present through the putty at 332 °.
The blowhole was 1.15 inches circumferentlally at the aft edge and 0.20
inch circumferentlally at the forward edge. The blowhole resulted in
soot on the metal surface forward of the putty full circumference. A map
of the putty condition is shown in Figure 2.
The condition of the putty in the adapter to chamber joint was good.
The color of the putty was a consistent light olive green. The putty
exhibited 100% cohesive failure and good tack for the full circumference.
No blowholes were noted in the putty of this joint.
The igniter internal and external insulation was in normal
condition. No areas of blistering or abnormal erosion were present.
from 4.5 to 8.5 inches.
inhibitor stub heights
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6.5 RSRM-7A ACREAGE INSULATION
6.5.1 RSRM-7A Aft Segment Acreage Insulation
The aft segment internal insulation was in excellent condition and
is recorded in Tables A-21 through A-23.
The forward facing NBR inhibitor stub exhibited scalloped erosion
intermittently around the circumference. These areas had a very short
inhibitor s%ub with intermittent inhibitor pieces taller than adjacent
areas. A similar condition has been noted on all previous RSRM flight
aft segments. Measurements of the remaining inhibitor stub were taken
every 30 ° and are contained in Table A-22. The inhibitor height ranged
Although the erosion was uneven, the remaining
for this segment were within the expected
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tolerance band for past flight motors based on a statistical analysis of
the historical database (Reference 5). There were no inhibitor tears
greater than 3 inches in length noted on this inhibitor.
The segment had no liner remaining. This condition is common for an
aft segment.
The erosion in the aft dome was similar to past flight motors. NBR
under the CF/EPDM was exposed intermittently in the area roughly 20
inches forward of the nozzle boss. This is a common condition in the aft
dome. Four to six small blisters were identified in the CF/EPDM in the
aft dome. The largest blister was near 300 ° and measured 1.75 inches
axially by 0.25 inches circumferentially. All blisters were in an area
approximately 13 inches forward of the nozzle boss. The size and
frequency of the blisters were significantly less than was seen on the
previous flight set and are considered a normal condition.
The aft segment acreage insulation was in normal condition. There
were no gouges, separations, cuts, missing material, excessive erosion,
or other areas of blisters.
6.5.2 RSRM-7A Aft Center Segment Acreage Insulation
The condition of the aft center segment internal insulation is
recorded in Tables A-24 through A-27.
The forward facing NBR inhibitor stub exhibited uniform erosion full
circumference. Measurements of the remaining NBR inhibitor stub were
taken every 30 ° and are contained in Table A-25. The inhibitor stub
heights ranged from 11.5 to 14.5 inches for this segment, which is within
the expected tolerance band. There were no inhibitor tears greater than
3 inches in length noted on this segment. Three areas of missing
material were noted on the heat affected edge of the inhibitor between
45 ° and 90 ° . These appeared to be the result of splashdown debris.
Liner coverage in the aft center segment was heavy near the clevis
end and generally missing aft of the factory joint. The diagram of the
liner pattern is shown in Figure 3.
The condition of the flap region is recorded in Table A-27. The
castable inhibitor was completely missing full circumference, and the
stress relief flap was eroded back to the flap bulb full circumference.
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Both of these conditions are typical of an aft center segment. The
CF/EPDB under the flap was eroded away full circumference. The exposed
NBR under the flap appeared to be heat affected.
No evidence of blisters, separations, gouges, cuts, missing
materlal, or excessive erosion was identified in the aft center segment.
6.5.3 RSRH-7A Forward Center Segment Acreage Insulation
The condition of the forward center segment internal insulation Is
recorded In Tables A-28 through A-31.
The forward facing NBR inhibitor stub exhibited uniform erosion full
circumference. Measurements of the remaining NBR inhibitor stub were
taken every 30 ° and are contained In Table A-29. The inhibitor stub
heights for this segment ranged from 23.75 to 27.5 inches for this
segment, which Is within the expected tolerance band.
Nine radial tears greater than 3 inches long were noted. The
longest tear was 11.75 inches and extended radially outward to
approximately 12.5 inches inboard of the clevis I.D. surface. The edges
of the tears demonstrated no material loss or erosion. This indicated
that the tears occurred after motor burn. The location and length of the
tears are contained in Table A-30. The tears are believed to be a result
of re-entry or splashdown loads.
Liner coverage for the forward center segment was heavy near the
clevis end and mostly missing aft of the factory joint. The diagram of
the liner pattern is shown in Figure 4.
The castable inhibitor was completely missing full circumference,
which Is typical of a forward center segment. The end of the stress
relief flap measured from 6.5 to 11.5 inches forward of the tip of the
tang. Axial measurements were taken every 90 ° and are shown in Table
A-31. There were no flap tears. The CF/EPDH under the flap was present
but slightly eroded and hea_ affected full circumference. A number of
small blisters (approximately 0.25 by 0.50 inch) were noted in the
CF/EPDH between 540 and 80 °. These were noted between 4 and 9 inches
forward of the tip of the tang. Only one of the blisters was opened.
The condition appeared to be the result of normal heat effects.
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No
material,
segment.-
other evidence of blisters, separations, gouges, cuts, missing
or excessive erosion was identified in the forward center
6.5.4 RSRM-7A Forward Segment Acreage Insulation
The condition of the forward segment internal insulation is recorded
in Tables A-32 and A-33.
The eleven point star pattern in the liner was easily distinguish-
able, and the star and non-star liner termination points were comparable
to past fllght motors, as shown in Figure 5. The liner remaining under
the star tip regions was present from the tip of the tang forward to
142.0 inches. The liner remaining under the non-star tip was present
from the tip of the tang forward to 148.5 inches. The liner was light
between the tip of the tang and the flap bulb.
The castable inhibitor was completely missing full circumference.
The end of the stress relief flap measured from 3.5 (full flap remaining)
to 7.0 inches forward of the tip of the tang. Axial measurements were
taken every 90 ° and are shown in Table A-33. The flap was scalloped and
curled back. The NBR under the flap was heat affected full circumference
as has been seen on all previous RSRM forward segments.
A detailed examination was performed on the insulation in the
forward dome near the igniter boss to inspect for excessive erosion,
insulation voids, and thin insulation. No gas paths or areas of abnormal
erosion were identified. The insulation in this area was removed and
evaluated further. No indications of folds or voids at the insulation to
case interface were noted. Dissection and evaluation of the RSRM-7A
igniter boss forward dome samples were completed and thickness
measurements, void mapping, and photographs of the samples were done.
Inspection showed there were a few small voids (typically 0.10 inch with
0.17 inch maximum diameter) and one rgall fold at the case surface. The
average remaining insulation thickness (postfire) in the 5 inch to 7.5
inch distance from the igniter boss was 0.394 inch. The minimum
remaining insulation thickness was 0.299 inch.
No evidence of blisters, separations, gouges, cuts, missing
material, or excessive erosion was identified in the forward segment.
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Table A=34 contains a list of all photographs taken of the RSRM-7A
insulation.
6.6 POSTFIRE EVALUATION OF RSRM-7A PREFIRE DISCREPANCIES
The preflre discrepancy reports for the RSRM-7A insulation were
evaluated prior to launch to identify significant items. These are
identified In References 3 and 4, and the postflre conditions are
discussed below.
DR 157901-01 documented cuts, depressions, and missing material on
the aft segment nozzle boss insulation bonding surface at 63 o, 153 °,
167 °, 232 °, 270 o, and 330 °. The condition was the result of a prefire
nozzle removal operation. Postflre evaluation of thls condition
indicated that the surface irregularities had no effect on the function
of the nozzle to case joint. The conditions In the bonding area were
filled with polysulfide adhesive at joint assembly.
DR 169339-01 documented a depression intermittently around the
entire circumference of the nozzle to case joint flap of the aft segment.
This area was eroded away during normal motor operation, and no adverse
effects were noted.
Cracks existed In the aft segment J-joint clevis insulation radius
region at 82 °, 95 ° (0.04 Inch deep), 154 ° through 156 °, and 238 °. These
were documented on PR PV6-136315 and PV6-136320. The cracks were
evaluated, and no effects on the function of the joint were noted.
Missing material was noted on the tip of the aft center segment
J-leg at 158 ° , 160 ° , and 166 ° as noted on DR 169323-01. This area was
eroded away during normal motor operation, and no adverse effects were
noted.
Missing material was noted aft of the capture feature O-ring groove
(region E, Reference 6) of the aft center segment tang end from 145 ° to
152 ° and from 155 ° to 158 o as noted on DR lf9331-01. This condition was
inspected during the postfire evaluation, and no effects on the function
of the joint were noted.
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Contamination was noted on the tnsulation surface of the aft center
segment 50 inches forward of the tang at 90 °. The contamination was 1.1
inches longitudinally by 3.6 inches circumferentlally and was cleaned off
prior to continuing the manufacturing process. The discrepancy was
documented on DR 169331-02. This location was inspected during the
postflre evaluation, and no evidence of the condltlon remained.
A crack was noted in the aft center segment J-joint clevis
insulation radius region at 158 ° measuring 0.09 inch deep by 0.075 inch
in length. The condition was documented on PR PV6-134026. The area of
the crack was inspected during the postflre evaluation, and the crack
could not be located.
Missing material was noted on the molded tang surface of the forward
segment in region E (Reference 6) at 251 °. Thls condition was documented
on DR 169545-01. This condition was inspected during the postfire
evaluation, and no effects on the function of the Joint were noted.
Voids were noted in the insulation in the forward segment igniter
boss region as noted on DR 171514-01. The insulation in this region was
removed for further evaluation. No indications of voids were found at
the insulation to case surface.
Dissection and evaluation the RSRH-7A igniter boss forward dome
samples were completed. Thickness measurements, void mapping, and
photographs of the samples were done as discussed in Section 6.5.4.
7.0 RSRM-7A INSULATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The RSRH-7A segments were insulated to meet the RSRM design drawing
requirements. The internal insulation was designed to meet a 2.0
material decomposition safety factor in the nozzle to case joint, case
field joint, and factory joint areas, and a 1.5 material decomposition
safety factor for the acreage insulation for all segments. All safety
factor analyses discussed in this report will deal with the above
mentioned material decomposition safety factors.
The insulation was designed using H + 3e material decomposition
depths established from the HPM database. References 7 and 8 explain the
database analysis and the design methodology, respectively.
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The nozzle to case joint, field joints, factory joints, and case
wall insulation were evaluated based on the actual safety factor and
compliance safety factor as required by the CEI specification. This
evaluation was done by the use of prefire and postfire measurements.
Prefire insulation thickness measurements were taken in the aft dome
up to the 24.3 inch station by means of a template that was bolted to the
nozzle boss. A depth gage was used to measure the distance from the
template to the bare metal dome before insulation layup. The measurement
was repeated after insulation cure to determine the distance from
template to the insulation surface. The two measurements were
subtracted to determine the prefire insulation thickness.
measurement process was
removal to determine the
depth.
performed a third time
postfire thickness and
the
then
This
after firing and char
material decomposition
postfire measurements where
considered to be zero.
Several terms used in
follows:
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Prefire thicknesses at all other locations within the motor were
measured using ultrasonic inspection methods.
Postfire insulation thicknesses were determined in the aft segment
(forward of the 24.3 inch station), the center segments, and the forward
segment by drilling holes in the insulation to the case wall and
measuring the insulation thickness with a depth gage.
For the purpose of this report, the nozzle to case joint and the
field joints will be dealt with in separate sections. All other areas,
including the case acreage, the factory joints, and any other regions
requiring a minimum 2.0 safety factor, will be dealt with in the sections
devoted to the specific motor segments.
Several axial performance stations previously measured on HPM motors
have been moved or eliminated to avoid ply terminations, tapered areas,
and other conditions created by the RSRM design. Othe: locations have
been added to provide a more complete database.
Some segment stations had liner material remaining after firing.
For analysis purposes, the prefire measurements were used in place of the
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Safety Factor (ASF): The material decomposition safety factor based on
the actual preflre thickness and actual MDD.
ASF = preflre thickness / MDD.
Aft Cylinder: That region of the aft segment forward of 55.0 inches
from the nozzle boss.
Aft Dome: That region of the aft segment from the aft face of the
nozzle boss to and including 55.0 inches forward of the nozzle
boss.
Compliance Safety Factor (CSF): The material decomposition safety
factor based on the MDT and actual MDD. CSF - MDT I MDD.
Exposure Time (E.T.): That amount of time that a particular station is
subjected to the internal motor environment. The time is
measured in seconds and determined by ballistic evaluation
(Reference 9).
BPM Database: That set of data derived from static and flight HPM
motors and defined in Reference 7.
BPM Database Maximum MDD: The largest single MDD computed for a given
axial station in the HPM database.
M + 3aMDD: The analytically derived MDD values from the HPM database
used as the insulation design basis where:
M = the median of the 'within motor' MDD medians
= the root sum square of the 'motor to motor' MDD standard
deviation (aM) and the median of the 'within motor' stan-
dard deviations (aMED) Reference 7.
= (_M 2 + _MED2) ½
Material Decomposition Depth (MDD): The amount of material that is
decomposed during firing due to erosion or heat effects measured
in inches. MDD = prefire thickness - postflre thickness.
Material Decomposition Rate (MDR): The average rate at which material
is decomposed as a result of erosion or heat effect. The value
is measured in mils (thousandths of an inch) per seco:_d and
assumes a constant decomposition rate throughout the exposure
time. MDR = I000 X MDD / E.T.
Minimum Design Thickness (MDT): The minimum insulation thickness
defined on the 1U design drawings. The thicknesses are designed
to meet the appropriate safety factor based on an M + 3o material
decomposition and the HPM design thickness (Reference 8).
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Performance Station: An axlal location in the segment found by
measuring forward from the tang tlp (on the forward and center
segments) or from the nozzle boss face (on the aft segment). The
stations in the forward dome are located by continuing the
measurement along the Insulatlon surface contour from the 321.0
inch station. Figure 6 shows the location of the stations within
each segment.
7.1 RSRM-7A NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT
The 2.0 safety factor region
defined as that area 2 inches to
of the nozzle to case joint area is
either slde of the Joint insulation
interface, measured along the Insulatlon internal surface contour.
Safety factors were evaluated by examining the MDDs at two locations: 1)
at the base of the joint stress relief flap gap and 2) on the aft dome
insulation at the joint interface.
Visual inspection of the flap gaphas revealed that no significant
heating occurs in this region. In fact, the Teflon tape which is in the
gap is visible after firing. For this reason, no further measurements or
inspections in the flap gap were necessary.
The MDD at the nozzle to case joint insulation interface was
calculated at 16 planes using the prefire and postflre insulation
thickness as measured per Figure 7. The MDT used in the CSF calculations
at the nozzle to case joint was 4.900 inches based on the MDT at the 7.8
and 9.3 inch stations.
The safety factors for the RSRM-7A nozzle to case joint are shown in
Table 7. The minimum CSF for the nozzle to case joint was 4.6 at the 0°
plane. The minimum ASF was 5.2 at the 0" plane. The median HDD for the
nozzle to case joint was 0.703 Inch and ranged from 0.479 to 1.067 inch.
The safety factors for the nozzle to case joint exceeded the 2.0
requirement in all areas.
7.2 RSRH-7A FIELD JOINTS
The 2.0 safety factor region of the field joint area Is defined as
that area 2 inches to either side of the joint insulation interface. The
joint safety factors were evaluated by examining the HDDs In three areas:
I) in the pressurization gap, 2) at the 3.5
joint insulation interface.
inch station, and 3) at the
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From a visual inspection of all field joints, it was apparent that
no significant material decomposition had occurred in the area of the
pressurization gap termlnus. For this reason, no further measurements or
inspections in the pressurization gaps were necessary.
The safety factor at the 3.5 inch station for each field joint will
be dealt with in the discussion of the respective segments.
The safety factors at the joint insulation interface were calculated
using the MDD on the clevis joint insulation. The MDD was calculated at
24 planes using the preflre and postflre thicknesses as measured per
Figure 8. The HDT used in the CSF calculations was 2.595 inches. This
minimum is derived by subtracting the maximum 1U inner clevis leg metal
thickness of 0.430 inch from the minimum 1U drawing insulation and case
thickness of 3.025 inches.
The clevis side of the joint interface sits approximately 0.150 inch
radially inboard of the J-leg tip when the joint is assembled. As a
result, the clevis side is exposed to a more severe environment and
experiences more material decomposition than the J-leg tip. This tends
to inflate the MDD value at the joint. A more realistic approach to
calculating the joint safety factors would be to use the tang J-leg
insulation. It is not possible, however, to obtain corresponding prefire
and postfire measurements because the J-leg does not return to the same
position after the joint has been assembled and disassembled. For this
reason, the clevis side insulation is used to calculate the joint CSF and
ASF and is considered to be quite conservative.
7.2.1 RSRH-7A Aft Field Joint
The safety factors for the RSRM-7A aft field joint insulation
interface are shown in Table 8.
The minimum CSF for the joint interface was 5.4 at the 210 ° plane.
The minimum ASF was 5.8, also at the 210 ° plane. The median MDD for the
aft field joint was 0.411 inch and ranged from 0.314 to 0.477 inch. The
safety factors for the aft field joint exceeded the 2.0 requirement in
all areas.
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7.2.2 RSRM-7A Center Field Joint
The safety factors for the RSRM-7A center field joint insulation
interface are shown in Table 9.
The minimum CSF for the joint interface was 9.6 at the 90 ° plane.
The minimum ASF was 10.5 at the 90 ° plane. The median MDD for the center
field Joint was 0.163 inch and ranged from 0.119 to 0.269 inch. The
safety factors for the center field Joint exceeded the 2.0 requirement in
all areas.
7.2.3 RSRM-7A Forward Field Joint
The safety factors for the RSRM-7A forward field joint insulation
interface are shown in Table I0. The minimum CSF for the interface was
12.7 at the 166 ° and 180 o planes. The minimum ASF was 13.4, at the 180 °
plane. The median MDD for the forward field joint was 0.165 inch and
ranged from 0.078 to 0.204 inch. The safety factors for the forward
field joint exceeded the 2.0 safety factor requirement in all areas.
7.3 RSRM-7A AFT SEGMENT
For purpose of this analysis, the aft segment is divided into the
aft dome region and the aft cylinder region. The aft segment was
measured in eight degree planes forward of the 98.0 inch station and at
sixteen degree planes at and aft of the 98.0 inch station.
7.3.1 RSRM-TA Aft Dome
The safety factor analysis and the
the
aft
inch
supporting measurement data for
RSRM-7A aft dome are shown in Table II. All safety factors for the
dome were acceptable. The minimum CSF was 1.92 at the 18.5 and 19.5
stations in the Iii.6 ° plane. The minimum ASF was 2.27 at the 18.5
and 19.5 inch stations in the 111.6 ° plane.
Figure 9 shows how the RSRM-7A aft dome MDDs compare with
database median MDDs and the M + 3_ design MDDs.
The M + 3a design MDD was exceeded at the following
station:
the HPM
aft dome
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(All Dimensions in Inches)
HPM MED HPM MAX RSRM-7A RSRM-TA M + 3 _ MIN
STATION PLANES MDD MDD MED MDD MAX MDD DES MDD CSF
17.3 1 of 16 1.027 1.564 1.409 1.802 1.675 1.98
18.5 4 of 16 0.986 1.419 1.331 1.749 1.496 1.92
19.5 1 of 16 0.978 1,352 1.174 1.644 1.617 1.92
The postflre measurement at these locations were retaken and
verified. The prefire and postfire measurements at these stations were
analyzed, and no apparent problems with the data could be seen. Although
the noted maximum MDD at this station exceeded the M + 3_ MDD used to
design the insulation, the minimum CSF is above the required 1.5 value.
This station will be closely monitored in future motors to determine if
the measurements indicate a trend.
7.3.2 RSRM-7A Aft Cylinder
The safety factor analysis and the
the
the
inch
supporting measurement data for
RSRM-7A aft cylinder are shown in Table 12. All safety factors for
aft cylinder were acceptable. The minimum CSF was 2.22 at the 145.5
station in the 316.8 ° plane. The minimum ASF was 2.19 at the 145.5
inch station in the 316.8 ° plane.
The 56.0, 177.7, and 299.1 inch stations are located in regions
which require a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs at these stations
were 3.33, 2.54, and 2.99, respectively. The minimum ASFs were 4.12,
3.82, and 4.54, respectively.
Figure 10 shows how the RSRM-FA aft cylinder MDDs compare with the
HPM database median MDDs and the M + 3_ design MDDs. The M + 3a design
MDD was not exceeded at any station.
Station 56.0 at the 158.4 degree plane had a very high postfire
measurement that resulted in a 0 MDD. This is believed to be due to a
measurement error.
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7.4 RSRM-7A AFT CENTER SEGMENT
The aft center segment was measured at eight degree planes. The
safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for the
RSRM-7A aft center segment are shown in Table 13. All safety factors for
the aft center segment were acceptable. The minimum CSF was 2.43 at the
71.5 inch station in the 316 ° plane, and the minimum ASF was 2.60 at the
30.7 inch station in the 316 ° plane.
The 3.5 and 161.4 inch stations are located in regions which require
a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs were 3.48 and 3.58, respectively.
The minimum ASFs were 4.41 and 9.70, respectively.
Figure 11 shows how the RSRM-7A aft center segment HDDs compare with
the HPH database median MDDs and the M + 3_ design MDDs.
The M + 3_ design HDD was not exceeded at any station.
One plane at the 39.7 inch station and one plane at the 71.5 had a
postfire measurement that was higher than the surrounding postfire data.
All prefire data at these stations was comparable. These resulted in a 0
MDD. This could indicate the preflre measurements and the postfire
measurements were taken in different locations or that data was
improperly measured or recorded.
7.5 RSRM-7A FORWARD CENTER SEGMENT
The forward center segment was measured at eight degree planes. The
safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for the
RSRH-7A forward center segment are shown in Table 14. All safety factors
for the forward center segment were acceptable. The minimum CSF was 2.81
at the 39.7 inch station in the 316 ° plane, and the minimum ASF was 4.38
at the 214.1 inch station in the 270 ° plane.
The 3.5 and the 161.4 inch stations are located In regions which
require a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs were 10.34 and 3.15,
respectively. The minimum ASFs were 12.60 and 7.83, respectively.
Figure 12 shows how the RSRM-7A forward center segment HDDs compare
with the HPM database median HDDs and the H + 3_ design HDDs.
The M + 3_ design MDD was exceeded at the following forward center
segment station:
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(All Dimensions in Inches)
BPM MED BPM MAX RSRM-7A RSRM-7A M + 3 _ MIN
STATION PLANES MDD MDD MED MDD MAX MDD DES MDD CSF
214 1 of 16 0 0.026 0 0.032 0.029 4.06
The postfire measurements at this location was retaken and verified.
No unusual conditions were noted in either the prefire or postfire data.
Although the noted maximum MDD at this station exceeded the M + 3_ used
to design the insulation, the minimum CSF is well above the required 1.5
value.
7.6 RSRM-TA FORWARD SEGMENT
The forward segment performance data was separated into two groups:
the star tip and non-star tip planes. The star tip planes are defined as
the 90 ° , 154 ° , 222 ° , 286 ° , and 352 ° planes which lie under the thin
portion of the propellant grain. These planes have a higher exposure
time than the non-star tip planes. The non-star tip planes are defined
as the 74 ° , 140 °, 206 °, 270 ° , and 336 ° planes. These planes lie under
the thick parts of the forward segment propellant grain.
7.6.1 RSRM-7A Forward Segment Star Tip Planes
The safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for
the RSRM-7A forward segment star tip planes are shown in Table 15. All
safety factors for the forward segment star tip planes were acceptable.
The minimum CSF was 1.71 at the 280.0 inch station in the 222 ° plane, and
the minimum ASF was 2.14 also at the 280.0 inch station in the 222 °
plane.
The 3.5, 162.0, and 321.0 inch stations are located in areas which
require a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs at these stations were
13.01, 3.06, and 3.15, respectively. The minimum ASFs for these stations
were 16.21, 4.40, and 3.43, respectively.
Figure 13 shows how the RSRM-7A forward segment star tip MDDs
compare with the HPM database median MDDs and the M + 3_ design MDDs.
The M + 3a design MDD was exceeded at the following forward segment
star tip station:
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(All Dimensions in Inches)
HPM MED HPM MAX RSRM-7A RSRM-7A M + 3 _ MIN
STATION PLANES HDD HDD HED MDD MAX MDD DES HDD CSF
4 of 5 0* 0* 0.141
Data taken from closest adjacent station.
0.163 0.103 13.01
The MDD at the 3.5 inch station was higher than that experienced in
the HPH motors. This condition, however, has been noted on all previous
RSRMs and is not unexpected. Even with the increased MDD values, the
minimum CSF noted at this station was 13.01. This condition will
continue to be monitored on future motors.
7.6.2 RSRM-7A Forward Segment Non-Star Tip Planes
The safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for
the RSRM-7A forward segment non-star tip planes are shown in Teble 16.
All safety factors for the forward segment non-star area were acceptable.
The minimum CSF was 2.05 at the 305.0 inch station in the 206 ° plane, and
the minimum ASF was 2.45 at the 383.0 inch station in the 206 ° plane.
The 3.5, 162.0, and 321.0 inch stations are in areas which require a
2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs at these stations were 9.72, 5.58,
and 6.75, respectively. The minimum ASFs Were 12.09, 7.59, and 7.29,
respectively.
Figure 14 shows how the RSRM-7A forward segment non-star tip MDDs
compare wlth the HPM database median MDDs and the M + 3o design MDDs.
The M + 3_ design MDD was exceeded at the following forward segment
non-star tip station:
(All Dimensions in Inches)
HPM MED HPM MAX RSRM-7A RSRM-7A M + 3 _ MIN
STATION PLANES MDD MDD MED MDD MAX MDD DES MDD CSF
3.5 4 of 5 O* 0* 0.129 0.218 0.103 9.72
* Data taken from closest adjacent station.
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As In the star tip, the MDD at the 3.5 inch station was higher than
that experienced In the HPM motors. This condition, however, has been
noted on all previous RSRMs and is not unexpected. Even with the
increased BDD values, the minimum CSF noted at this station was 9.72.
This condition will continue to be monitored on future motors.
One plane at the 321.0 inch station had a postflre measurement that
was higher than the surrounding postfire data wlth comparable prefire
data. Thls resulted in a 0 MDD. Thls could indicate the preflre
measurements and the postfire measurements were taken In different
locations or that the data was improperly measured or recorded.
8.0 RSRM-7B VISUAL EVALUATIONS
The condition of the RSRM-7B insulation components is discussed in
the following subsections. A copy of the inspection documentation can be
found In Appendix B.
8.1 RSRM-7B EXTERNAL INSULATION
8.1.1 RSRM-7B Factory Joint Weatherseals
The condition of the factory joint weatherseals is recorded in
Tables B-I through B-7. No water was noted under any of the RSRM-7B
weatherseals as was evident by the lack of any corrosion when the
weatherseals were removed. No significant areas of missing EPDM
insulation were noted on any factory joint weatherseal. One debris hit
area was noted on the aft edge of the forward center segment weatherseal.
The missing material was located near 270 ° and measured approximately 2
inches circumferentially by 1 inch longitudinally. The debris was most
likely from nozzle severance.
The weatherseals on all three aft segment factory joints were
slightly heat affected generally from 2200-270°-320 ° due to the plume
radiation from the solid rockets motor and shuttle main engines. The
heaviest heat effects occurred near 270 °. This Is a normal occurrence
that had no effect on the performance of the weatherseals.
Two insulation to case unbonds were identified on the forward edge
forward segment cylinder to cylinder weatherseal. The
unbonded centered at 160 ° for 14 inches to a depth
ooc.o. TWR-17546 I _L III
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ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 inches. The paint was also peeled and missing in
two areas forward of the weatherseal. The occurrences measured 2.4
inches longitudinally by 5 inches circumferentially and 3.25 inches
longitudinally by 7 inches circumferentlally. The forward edge of the
weatherseal was also unbonded centered at 135 = for 11 inches to a depth
of 0.1 inch. An aft edge unbond was noted at 210 ° and measured 0.6 inch
longitudinally by approximately 1 inch clrcumferentlally. All unbonds
were at the Chemlok 205 to case interface.
Research of the manufacturing logs for the RSRM-7 factory joint
weatherseals revealed that the Conscan readings for the RSRM-7B forward
segment cylinder to cylinder weatherseal were above current planning
requirements. The results of the swab sample taken in the unbond at KSC
revealed no measurable contamination.
As was discussed on the RSRM-7A motor, a team has been established
to evaluate the occurrence of weatherseal unbonds.
The remainder of the RSRM-7B weatherseals were in excellent
condition.
8.1.2 RSRH-7B Stiffener Stub and Rings
The condition of the insulation over the forward stiffener stub and
the stiffener rings is recorded in Tables B-8 through B-f1. The
insulation was in good condition with normal heat effects and
discoloration on all surfaces. The heaviest heat effects occurred from
220°-270°-320" due to the plume radiation from the solid rocket motors
and shuttle main engines. No visible damage to any stiffener ring
insulation was noted. This was due to the high sea state at the time of
booster splashdown. Some insulation unbonds were noted on the end of the
ring segments after removal from the case. These unbonds were a result
of the hydrolazing process. The K5NA repair on the outboard edge of the
forward stiffener stub showed normal erosion and some small missing
chunks intermittently around the circumference.
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8.2 RSRM-TB NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT
The nozzle to case Joint insulation condition is recorded in Table
B-12 and B-13. The nozzle to case joint performed as expected vlth no
polysulfide blowholes identified across the bondllne. No voids in the
polysulflde were identified. Slight polysulflde porosity was evident in
the step region full circumference.
The failure mode of the polysulflde bondline at disassembly was
approximately 89Z cohesive within the-polysulflde, 10Z adhesive at the
NBR to polysulflde interface, and i% adhesive at the phenolic to
polysulflde interface. The high amount of cohesive failure and the
thickness of the polysulflde char on the phenolic at the Joint entrance
resulted in some slight disassembly damage to the joint stress relief
flap. The flap appeared to have been folded over backwards upon itself
at the baffle non-bonded areas as the nozzle was removed. The flap then
returned to its normal ppsition. Thi_ was evident by the scrape marks at
the forward edge of the flap coinciding with many of the baffle
non-bonded locations. It was also evident on the polysulfide forward of
the wiper O-rlng where the decomposed polysulflde from the tip of the
flap was folded over and had made contact leaving a black mark.
The baffle, which had been bonded back in place as a result of a
prefire discrepancy, was still securely bonded at the proper locations.
The vent slots showed an average polysulflde fill of 84% with values
ranging from 30% to 100% fill. The vent slot fill was the highest
percentage seen to date on any motor.
The bondline around the circumference demonstrated erosion similar
to that observed on previous RSRM motors. The polysulflde was decomposed
further into the joint than the flap erosion. For approximately 0.40
inch aft of the erosion, the polys_ifide was partially decomposed and
bubbled. Although the material was partially decomposed, no gas flow
occurred in the adhesive bondline deco-posed region.
The insulation erosion in the joint region was similar to the
condition of previous RSRH flight motors. The NBR flap and baffle
appeared to be in excellent shape with normal heat effects and erosion.
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8.3 RSRM-7B FIELD JOINTS
8.3.1 RSRM-7B Aft Field Joint
The joint insulation configuration performed as designed. The joint
insulation surfaces exhibited normal charring and erosion. Measurements
of the tang material char depths and bondline contact are provided in
Table B-14.
The general appearance of the pressure sensitive adhesive was noted.
Contact and non-contact within the joint was based on the flat appearance
and matted texture, or the glossy appearance of the adhesive. The joint
appeared to have made contact full circumference at the tip of the J-leg.
The bondline contact was measured at 0 °, 90 ° , 180 °, and 270 ° . The average
contact was 0.96 inch.
No evidence of motor chamber gas leakage to the O-rlngs or past the
J-jolnt insulation was identified. Vet sooting extending down the
bondline was identified intermittently around the circumference ranging
from a depth of 0.20 to 0.70 inch outboard of the remaining material. A
maximum condition of 0.90 inch was noted between 176 ° and 182 ° Wet
sooting is believed to occur during motor re-entry or splashdown when the
joint may flex and allow soot into the bondline.
Two areas which appeared similar to wet sooting were noted at
246°-254 ° and 286°-296 °. These areas had smudge marks within the black
area. It was later determined that charred material had been deposited
on the bondline as the joint was separated, and the water flowed out.
Someone had then attempted to wipe off the charred material causing the
smudge marks. This area was solvent cleaned after the evaluation to
insure that no heat effects were present.
Tape adhesive reslduewas noted intermittently on the clevis
insulation surfaces and had no effect on the joint.
Cracks and crazing were noted on the clevis insulation In the radius
region at 0 °, I0°-14 °, 35°-42 °, 52 °, 82=-I00 °, 165", 224 °, and 338°-342 °.
The cracks had no adverse effect on the performance of the joint.
No clevis or tang edge separations were identified at KSC. During
inspection at Clearfleld H-7, no recordable (over 0.i0 inch deep) clevis
edge separations were identified. Tang edge separations were visible on
the aft field joint. The tang insulation edge separations were probed
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during postflight inspection at Clearfield H-7. The deepest postfire
tang edge separation had a depth of 0.25 inch, as compared with no
prefire separation. These separations are documented in Tables 5 and 6.
8.3.2 RSRM-7B Center Field Joint
The Joint insulation configuration performed as designed. The joint
insulation surfaces exhibited normal charring and erosion. Measurements
of the tang material char depths and bondline contact are provided in
Table B-15.
The general appearance of the pressure sensitive adhesive was noted.
Contact and non-contact within the joint was based on the flat appearance
and matted texture, or the glossy appearance of the adhesive. The joint
appeared to have made contact full circumference at the tip of the J-leg.
The bondllne contact was measured at 0°, 90 °, 180 °, and 270 °. The
average contact was 1.14 inches.
No evidence of motor chamber gas leakage to the O-rlngs or past the
J-jolnt insulation was identified. Wet sooting into the Joint bondllne
ranged from 0.30 to 0.70 inch outboard from the remaining material. A
maximum condition of 1.35 inches was noted from 166°-182°. This area was
solvent cleaned after the evaluation, and no heat effects were noted.
Cracks and crazing were noted on the clevis insulation in the radius
region intermittently from 30°-180°-250 °. The cracks had no adverse
effect on the performance of the joint.
Repair adhesive from a preflre clevis insulation separation repair
was noted on the insulation 2.1 inches aft of the clevis tip at 260 °,
265 °, 292 °, 295 °, 296 °, and 298 °. The adhesive did not extend into the
bonding region of the joint and did not affect the function of the joint.
Evaluation of the segment logs indicates that the L_dge separation repair
was performed at Thiokol before shipment to KSC.
No clevis or tang edge separations were identified at KSC. During
inspection at Clearfield H-F, no recordable (over 0.10 inch deep) clevis
edge separations were identified. Tang edge separations were visible on
the center field joint. The tang insulation edge separations were probed
during postflight inspection at Clearfield H-7. The deepest postfire
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tang edge separation had a depth of 0.05 inch, as compared with a prefire
separation of 0.03 inch. These separations are documented in Tables 5
and 6.
8.3.3 RSRM-7B Forward Field Joint
The joint insulation configuration performed as designed. The joint
insulation surfaces exhibited normal charring and erosion. Measurements
of the tang material char depths and bondline contact are provided In
Table B-16.
The general appearance of the pressure sensitive adhesive was noted.
The Joint appeared to have made contact full circumference at the tlp of
the J-leg. The contact area appeared flat vlth a matted texture. The
bondllne contact was measured at 0 °, 90 °, 180 °, and 270 °. The average
contact was 1.11 inches.
No evidence of motor chamber gas leakage to the O-rlngs or past the
J-jolnt insulation was identified. Wet sooting Into the joint bondllne
ranged from 0.30 to 0.50 inch outboard from the remaining material.
Tape adhesive residue was noted intermittently on the clevis
insulation surfaces and had no effect on the joint.
Cracks and crazing were noted on the clevis insulation in the radius
region intermittently from 300°-0°-220 °. Cracks on thls segment had
previously been noted on a PR. The cracks had no adverse effect on the
performance of the joint.
No clevis or tang edge separations were identified at KSC. During
inspection at Clearfield H-7, no recordable (over 0.I0 inch deep) clevis
or tang edge separations were identified on the forward field joint.
This is documented in Tables 5 and 6.
8.4 RSRM-7B IGNITER JOINTS AND INSULATION
The condition of the igniter to case joint insulation Is recorded in
Tables B-17 through B-20. The condition of the igniter boss insulation
was excellent. An evaluation of the insulation to case interface
revealed no edge separations. There was loose flashing on the igniter
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boss to a maximum depth of 0.075 inch intermittently between
200a-270°-20 °. This is a fairly typical condition. The boss molded
insulation surface was in good condition with normal erosion on the
inboard surface.
The overall condition of the putty in the igniter to case joint was
good. The color of the putty was a consistent light olive green. The
putty exhibited 100% cohesive failure and nominal tack for the full
circumference. There were no blowholes present, however, putty was
extruded up to the adapter full circumference and onto the aft face of
the adapter intermittently around the circumference. A map of the putty
condition is shown in Figure 15.
The condition of the putty in the adapter to chamber joint was good.
The color of the putty was a consistent light olive green. The putty
exhibited 100% cohesive failure and nominal tack for the full
circumference. A blowhole through the putty was noted at 340 °. The gas
path measured 0.53 inch at the aft edge and 0.50 inch at the forward
edge. Soot was in the putty from 315 ° to 350 ° but did not extend to the
gasket. No adverse effects on the performance of the Joint resulted from
the blowhole.
The igniter internal and external insulation was in normal
condition. No areas of blistering or abnormal erosion were present.
8.5 RSRM-7B ACREAGE INSULATION
8.5.1 RSRM-7B Aft Segment Acreage Insulation
The aft segment internal insulation was in excellent condition and
is recorded in Tables B-21 through B-23.
The forward facing NBR inhibitor stub exhibited scalloped erosion
intermittently around the circumference. These areas had a very short
inhibitor stub with intermittent inhibitor pieces taller than adjacent
areas. A similar condition has been noted on all previous RSRM flight
aft segments. Measurements of the remaining inhibitor stub were taken
every 30 ° and are contained in Table B-22. The inhibitor height ranged
from 3.5 to 9.0 inches. Although the erosion was uneven, the remaining
inhibitor stub heights for this segment were within the expected
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tolerance band for past flight motors based on a statistical analysis of
the historical database (Reference 5). There were no inhibitor tears
greater than 3 inches in length noted on this inhibitor.
The segment had no liner remaining. This condition is common for an
aft segment.
The erosion in the aft dome was similar to past flight motors. NBR
under the CF/EPDM was exposed intermittently in the area roughly 15 to 20
inches forward of the nozzle boss. This is a common condition in the aft
dome. No blisters were identified in the CF/EPDM in the aft dome. One
area, located at 215 ° and approximately 15 inches forward of the nozzle
boss, initially appeared to be a blister. The area was 3.1 inches
clrcumferentially by 2.7 inches long and was triangular in shape. The
peeled up area was approximately 0.05 inch thick. The back side of the
remaining material did not exhibit the cross-hatched pattern that was
seen on blisters. Instead, it had straight llne parallel marks about
0.25 inch apart. It is the opinion of Thermal Insulation Design that
this condition was a cut caused by splashdown debris.
Scratches and scuff marks from splashdown debris were noted between
00-45 ° from the aft dome factory joint to the NBR inhibitor.
The aft segment acreage insulation was in normal condition. There
were no other gouges, separations, cuts, missing material, excessive
erosion, or areas of blisters.
8.5.2 RSRM-7B Aft Center Segment Acreage Insulation
The aft center segment internal insulation condition is recorded in
Tables B-24 through B-27.
The forward facing NBR inhibitor stub exhibited uniform erosion full
circumference. Measurements of the remaining NBR inhibitor stub wer_
taken every 30 ° and are contained in Table B-25. The inhibitor stub
heights ranged from 11.0 to 15.0 inches for this segment, which is within
the expected tolerance band.
Two radial tears greater than 3 inches long were noted.
tear measured 4.5 inches long and extended radially
approximately 10.0 inches inboard of the clevis I.D. surface.
The longest
outward to
The edges
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of the tears demonstrated no material loss or erosion. This indicated
that the tears occurred after motor burn. The location and length of the
tears are shown in Table B-26.
Liner coverage in the aft center segment was heavy near the clevis
end and generally missing aft of the factory joint. The diagram of the
liner pattern is shown in Figure 16.
The condition of the flap region is recorded in Table B-27. The
castable inhibitor was completely missing full circumference, and the
stress relief flap was eroded back to the flap bulb full circumference.
Both of these conditions are typical of an aft center segment. The
CF/EPDM under the flap was missing full circumference, and the NBR
underneath it was heat affected and slightly eroded.
Scratches and scuff marks from splashdown debris were noted between
00-30 ° the full length of the segment. No other evidence of blisters,
separations, gouges, cuts, missing material, or excessive erosion was
identified.
8.5.3 RSRM-7B Forward Center Segment Acreage Insulation
The condition of forward center segment internal insulation is
recorded in Tables B-28 through B-31.
The forward facing NBR inhibitor stub exhibited uniform erosion full
circumference. Measurements of the remaining NBR inhibitor were taken
every 30 ° and are contained in Table B-29. The inhibitor stub heights
for this segment ranged from 24.0 to 27.5 inches, which is within the
expected tolerance band.
Eight radial tears greater than 3 inches long were noted. The
longest tear was 11.5 inches and extended radially outward to
approximately 13.5 inches inboard of the clevis I.D. surface. The edges
of the tears demonstrated no material loss or erosion. This indicated
that the tears occurred after motor burn. The location and length of the
tears are contained in Table B-30. The tears are believed to be a result
of re-entry or splashdown loads. The radial extent and frequency of the
tears identified in the inhibitor stubs on all the RSRM-7 segments were
within the range of tears noted on past flight motors.
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Liner coverage for the forward center segment was heavy near the
clevis end and mostly missing aft of the factory Joint. Small patches of
thin liner were present intermittently on the insulation over the factory
joint. The diagram of the llner pattern is shown In Figure 17.
The castable inhibitor was completely missing full circumference
which is typical of a forward center segment. The end of the stress
relief flap measured from 6.5 to 11.25 inches forward of the tip of the
tang. Axial measurements were taken every 90 ° and are shown in Table
B-31. There were no flap tears noted. The CF/EPDM under the flap was
present, heat affected, and sllghtly eroded full circumference. There
were a number of small bllsters noted intermittently in the CF/EPDM; none
were opened. These appeared to be the result of normal heat effects.
Scratches and scuff marks from splashdown debris were noted between
350°-355°-0° the full length of the segment. No other evidence of
bllsters, separations, gouges, cuts, missing material, or excessive
erosion was identified.
8.5.4 RSRM-7B Forward Segment Acreage Insulation
The condition of forward segment internal insulation is recorded in
Tables B-32 and B-33.
The eleven point star pattern in the liner was easily distinguish-
able, and the star and non-star liner termination points were comparable
to past flight motors, as shown in Figure 18. The liner remaining under
the star tip regions was present from the tip of the tang forward to
145.7 inches. The liner remaining under the non-star tip was present
from the tip of the tang forward to 152.0 inches. The liner was light
between the tip of the tang and the flap bulb.
The castable inhibitor was completely missing full circumference.
The end of the stress relief flap measured from 3.5 (full length
remaining) to II.0 inches forward of the tip of the tang. Axial
measurements were taken every 90 ° and are shown in Table B-33. The NBR
under the flap was heat affected as has been seen on all previous RSRM
forward segments.
Dissection and evaluation of the RSRM-7B igniter boss forward dome
samples were completed. Thickness measurements, void mapping, and
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photographs of the samples were done. Inspection Engineering showed
there were a few small voids (typically 0.10 inch with 0.17 inch maximum
diameter) and also some small folds at the case surface. The average
remaining insulation thickness (postfire) in the 5 inch to 7.5 inch
distance from the igniter boss was 0.414 inch. The minimum remaining
insulation thickness was 0.300 inch.
No evidence of blisters, separations,
material, or excessive erosion was identified.
Table
insulation.
gouges, cuts, missing
B-34 contains a llst of all photographs taken of the RSRH-TB
8.6 POSTFIRE EVALUATION OF RSRM-7B PREFIRE DISCREPANCIES
The "preflre discrepancy reports for the RSRM-7B insulation were
evaluated prior to launch to identify significant items. These are
identified In References 3 and 4, and the postflre conditions are
discussed below.
Cuts, depressions, and missing material were noted on the nozzle
boss insulation bonding surface. Also, the baffle to CF/EPDM interface
was torn loose and repaired at several locations. The condition was the
result of a preflre nozzle removal operation. The discrepancies were
documented on DR 155269-01 and -02. Postflre evaluation of this condi-
tion indicated that the surface irregularities had no effect on the
function of the nozzle to case joint. The conditions in the bonding area
were filled wlth polysulflde adhesive at Joint assembly. The repair to
the baffle remained intact, and had no effect on the function of the
joint.
Cracks existed in the forward center segment J-joint clevis
insulation. The worst case was 31 inches clrcumferentlally by 0.075 inch
deep as noted on PR PV6-138717. The cracks were evaluated, and no
effects on the function of the joint were noted.
A void was noted in the insulation in the Ignlter boss region. The
discrepancy was documented on DR 161280-01. The insulation in this
region was removed for further evaluation. No indications of voids were
found at the insulation to case surface. Dissection and evaluation of
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the RSRH-7B igniter boss forward dome samples was completed. Thickness
measurements, void mapping, and photographs of the samples were done as
described in Section 8.5.4.
Thin insulation was noted on the igniter boot. The thinnest
condition measured 0.085 inch at 315 ° per DR 164857-01. The igniter boot
was completely burned away during normal motor operation, and no abnormal
conditions were noted.
9.0 RSRH-7B INSULATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The RSRM-7B segments were insulated to meet the RSRM design drawing
requirements. The performance analysis on the RSRM-7B motor was
conducted in the same manner as previously explained for the RSRM-7A
motor.
9.1 RSRH-7B NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT
The safety factors for the nozzle to case joint are shown in Table
17. The minimum CSF for the nozzle to case joint was 4.0 at the 00
plane. The minimum ASF was 4.5, also at the 0 ° plane. The median MDD
for the nozzle to case joint was 0.802 inch and ranged from 0.359 to
1.234 inch. The safety factors for the nozzle to case joint exceeded the
2.0 requirement in all areas.
9.2 RSRM-7B FIELD JOINTS
9.2.1 RSRH-7B Aft Field Joint
The safety factors for the RSRM-7B aft field joint insulation
interface are shown in Table 18. The minimum CSF for the joint interface
was 5.1 at the 120 ° plane. The minimum ASF was 5.4, also at the 120 °
plane. The median MDD for the aft field joint was 0.444 inch and ranged
from 0.394 to 0.513 inch. The safety factors for the aft field joint
exceeded the 2.0 requirement in all areas.
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9.2.2 RSRM-7B Center Field Joint
The safety factors for the RSRM-7B center field joint insulation
interface are shown in Table 19. The minimum CSF for the Joint interface
was 11.4 at the 136 o plane. The minimum ASF was 12.1, also at the 136 °
plane. The median MDD for the center field joint was 0.191 inch and
ranged from 0.136 to 0.227 inch. The safety factors for the center field
joint exceeded the 2.0 requirement in all areas.
9.2.3 RSRM-7B Forward Field Joint
The safety factors for the RSRM-7B forward field Joint Insulation
interface are shown in Table 20. The minimum CSF for the interface was
11.6 at the 136 ° plane. The minimum ASF was 12.4 also at the 136" plane.
The median MDD for the forward field joint was 0.137 Inch and ranged from
0.iii to 0.223 inch. The safety factors for the forward field joint
exceeded the 2.0 safety factor requirement in all areas.
9.3 RSRM-7B AFT SEGMENT
9.3.1 RSRM-7B Aft Dome
The safety factor analysis and the
the RSRM-7B aft dome are shown in Table 21.
aft dome were acceptable. The minimum CSF
station in the 248.4" plane. The minimum ASF
station in the 248.4 ° plane.
Figure 19 shows how the RSRM-7B aft dome
database median MDDs and the M + 3o design MDDs.
The M + 3o design MDDs were exceeded at the
stations:
(All Dimensions in Inches)
supporting measurement data for
All safety factors for the
was 1.84 at the 17.3 inch
was 2.02 at the 16.0 inch
MDDs compare with the HPH
HPM MED HPM MAX RSRM-7B RSRH-7B
STATION PLANES MDD MDD MED MDD MAX MDD
16.0 1 of 16 1.191 1.783 1.580 2.023
17.3 3 of 16 1.027 1.564 1.553 1.937
18.5 6 of 16 0.986 1.419 1.453 1.728
following aft dome
M + 3 o HIN
DES MDD CSF
1.980 1.87
1.675 1.84
1.496 1.94
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The postfire measurements at these locations were retaken and
verified. Although the noted maximum HDD at these stations exceeded the
M + 3_ used to design the insulation, the minimum CSF is above the
required 1.5 value.
9.3.2 RSRM-7B Aft Cylinder
The safety factor analysis and the
the
the
inch
supporting measurement data for
RSRM-7B aft cylinder are shown in Table 22. All safety factors for
aft cylinder were acceptable. The minimum CSF was 2.04 at the 145.5
station in the 316.80 plane. The minimum ASF was also 2.04 at the
145.5 inch station in the 316.8 ° plane.
The 56.0, 177.7, and 299.1 inch stations are located in regions
which require a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs at these stations
were 2.93, 2.34, and 2.859 respectively. The minimum ASFs were 3.66,
3.60, and 4.53, respectively.
Figure 20 shows how the RSRM-7B aft cylinder MDDs compare with the
HPM database median MDDs and the M + 3_ design MDDs.
The M + 3_ design MDD was not exceeded at any aft cylinder station.
9.4 RSRM-TB AFT CENTER SEGMENT
The aft center segment was measured at eight degree planes. The
safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for the
RSRM-7B aft'center segment are shown in Table 23. All safety factors for
the aft center segment were acceptable. The minimum CSF was 1.99 at the
Ii.0 inch station in the 1800 plane, and the minimum ASF was 2.44 at the
30.7 inch station in the 46 ° plane.
The 3.5 and 161.4 inch stations are located in a region which
requires a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs were 2.58 and 3.23,
respectively. The minimum ASFs were 3.58 and 8.60, respectively.
Figure 21 shows how the RSRM-7B aft center segment MDDs compare with
the HPM database median MDDs and the M + 3_ design MDDs.
The M + 3_ design MDDs were exceeded at the following aft center
segment stations:
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(All Dimensions in Inches)
HPM MED HPM MAX RSRM-7B RSRM-7B M + 3 o MIN
STATION PLANES MDD MDD MED MDD MAX MDD DES MDD CSF
II.0 8 of 8 0.451" 0.763* 0.885 0.956 0.829 1.99
44.6 3 of 8 0.026 0.141 0.089 0.098 0.090 3.67
48.0 3 of 8 0.045* 0.206* 0.082 0.096 0.089 3.00
The
analyzed,
tlon of
Data taken from closest adjacent station.
prefire and postfire measurements at these stations were
and no apparent problems with the data could be seeM. gvalua-
the RSRM database trend charts indicated that the preflre
measurements at thesestations for this segment are at the high end of
the RSRM database. Although the noted maximum MDDs at these stations
exceeded the M + 3o MDDs used to design the insulation, the minimum CSFs
are above the required 1.5 value. These stations will be closely moni-
tored in future motors to determine if the measurements indicate a trend.
9.5 RSRM-7B FORWARD CENTER SEGMENT
The safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for
the RSRM-7B forward center segment are shown in Table 24. All safety
factors for the forward center segment were acceptable. The minimum CSF
was 3.32 at the 161.4 inch station in the 0 ° plane, and the minimum ASF
was 4.15, at the 126.0 inch station in the 46 ° plane.
The 3.5 and 161.4 inch stations are located in regions which require
a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs were 13.86 and 3.32, respectively.
The minimum ASFs were 16.46 and 8.85, respectively.
Figure 22 shows how the RSRM-7B forward center segment MDDs compare
with the HPM database median MDDs and the M + 3o design MDDs.
The M + 3o design MDD was not exceeded at any forward center segment
station.
9.6 RSRM-7B FORWARD SEGMENT
9.6.1 RSRM-7B Forward Segment Star Tip Planes
The safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for
the RSRM-7B forward segment star tip planes are shown in Table 25. All
safety factors for the forward segment star tip area were acceptable.
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The minimum CSF was 1.76 at the 394.0 inch station In the 222 ° plane, and
the minimum ASF was 2.31 also at the 394.0 inch station in the 222 °
plane.
The 3.5, 162.0, and 321.0 inch stations are located in areas which
require a 2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs at these stations were
22.55, 2.42, and 4.06, respectively. The minimum ASFs for these stations
were 26.54, 3.80, and 4.55, respectively.
Figure 23 shows how the RSRM-7B forward segment star tip MDDs
compare with the HFM database median MDDs and the M + 3a design MDDs.
The M + 3a design MDD was exceeded at the following forward segment
star tip station:
(All Dimensions in Inches)
HPM MED HFM MAX RSRM-7B RSRM-7B M + 3 _ MIN
STATION PLANES MDD MDD MED MDD MAX MDD DES MDD CSF
13.0 5 of 5 O* 0* 0.172 0.214 0.I01 3.04
* Data taken from the closest adjacent station
The MDD at the 13.0 inch station was higher than that experienced in
the HPM motors. This condition, however, has been noted on all previous
RSRMs and is not unexpected. Even with the increased MDD values, the
maximum CSF for station 13.0 was 3.04. This condition will continue to
be monitored on future motors.
9.6.2 RSRM-7B Forward Segment Non-Star Tip Planes
The safety factor analysis and the supporting measurement data for
the RSRM-7B forward segment non-star tip planes are shown in Table 26.
All safety factors for the forward segment non-star tip area were
acceptable. The minimu_ CSF was 1.93 at the 383.0 inch station in the
74 ° plane, and the minimum ASF was 2.36 also at the 383.0 inch station in
the 74 ° plane.
The 3.5, 162.0, and 321.0 inch stations are in areas which require a
2.0 safety factor. The minimum CSFs at these stations were 18.93, 2.79,
and 5.77, respectively. The minimum ASFs were 21.91, 4.53, and 6.26,
respectively.
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Figure 24 shows how the RSRM-7B forward segment non-star tip MDDs
compare with the HPM database median MDDs and the M + 3_ design MDDs.
The H + 3a design MDDs were exceeded at the following forward
segment non-star tip stations:
(All Dimensions in Inches)
HPM MED HPM MAX RSRM-7B RSRM-7B M + 3 # MIN
STATION PLANES MDD MDD MED MDD MAX MDD DES MDD CSF
3.5 I of 5 O* 0* 0.070 0.112 0.103 18.93
13.0 4 of 5 0* 0* 0.155 0.250 0.101 2.60
* Data taken from the closest adjacent station
The MDDs at the 3.5 and 13.0 inch Stations were higher than that
experienced in the HPM motors. This condition, however, has been noted
on all previous RSRNs and is not unexpected. Even vlth the increased MDD
values, the maximum CSFs were 18.93 and 2.60, respectively. This
condition will continue to be monitored on future motors.
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__._ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
180 =
90 °
0
270 °
180 =
/.
/
/ /
tt
1171,5
FORWARD FACING
NBR
INHIBITOR
1321 .S 1474.5 1491.5
FACTORY PROPELLANT FI.JkP
JOINT FLAP
(161.41 BULB
180 °
270o@ 90o
O
AFT LOOKING FOR"':,RO
Liner No
Remaining Liner
RSRM-7B Aft Center Segment Liner Pattern
Figure 16
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_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
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Remaining Liner
RSRM-7B Forward Center Segment Liner Pattern
Figure 17
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SPACE OPERAT/ONS
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FACE OF FACTORY
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SPACE OPERATIONS
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT AND FIELD JOINT SAFETY FACTORS
MINIMUM MINIMUM
COMPLIANCE ACTUAL
SAFETY SAFETY
FACTOR DEGREE FACTOR DEGREE
JOINT (CSF) LOCATION (ASF) LOCATION
NOZZLE TO 4.6 0 ° 5.2 0 =
CASE A
NOZZLE TO 4.0 0° 4.5 0 °
CASE B
AFT A 5.4 210 = 5.8 210 °
AFT B 5.1 120 ° 5.4 120 °
CENTER A 9.6 90 ° 10.5 90 °
CENTER B 11.4 130 ° 12.1 130 °
FORWARD A 12.7 166 ° & 180 ° 13.4 180 °
FORVARD B 11.6 136 ° 12.4 136"
NOTE: ALL SAFETY FACTORS MUST MEET A 2.0 MINIMUM.
CSF = MDT/MDD
ASF = Actual Prefire Thlckness/MDD
Vhere: MDT = Minimum Design Thickness
MDD = Material Decomposition Depth
REVISIOt_
FORM TC 7994-310 (REV 2-881
DOC NO.
SEC
TVR-17546 I_L III
I PAGE
71
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF FACTORY JOINT SAFETY FACTORS
MINIMUM MINIMUM
COMPLIANCE ACTUAL
SAFETY FACTOR DEGREE SAFETY FACTOR DEGREE
SEGMENT STATION (CSF) LOCATION (ASF) LOCATION
AFT A 56.0" 3.33 338.4 ° 4.12 338.4 °
AFT B 56.0" 2.93 18.0 ° 3.66 180.0 °
AFT A 177.7" 2.54 46.8 ° 3.82 46.80
AFT B 177.7" 2.34 90.0 ° 3.60 136.8 °
AFT A 299.1" 2.99 26.8 ° 4.54 46.80
AFT B 299.1" 2.85 90.0 ° 4.53 90.0 °
AFT CTR A 161.4" 3.58 46.0 ° 9.70 46.0 °
AFT CTR B 161.4" 3.23 180.0 ° 8.60 180.0 °
FWD CTR A 161.4" 3.15 136.0 ° 7.83 136.0 °
FWD CTR B 161.4" 3.32 0.00 8.85 0.0 °
FORWARD A 162.0" 3.06 286.0 ° 4.40 286.0 °
FORWARD B 162.0" 2.42 286.0 ° 3.80 286.0 °
FORWARD A 321.0" 3.15 352.0 ° 3.43 352.0 °
FORWARD B 321.0" 4.06 90.00 4.55 90.00
NOTE: ALL FACTORY JOINT SAFETY FACTORS MUST MEET A 2.0 MINIMUM
CSF = MDT/MDD
ASF = Actual Prefire Thickness/MDD
Where: MDT = Minimum Design Thickness
MDD s Material Decomposition Depth
REVISIO_
FORM TC 7994-310 (REV2-88)
OOCNO. TWR-17546
SEC
I PAGE
I_L III
72
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERA_ONS
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF CASE INSULATION SAFETY FACTORS
MINIMUM MINIMUM
COMPLIANCE ACTUAL
SAFETY FACTOR SAFETY FACTOR
SEGMENT (CSF) STATION (ASF) STATION
AFT DOME A 1.92 19.5" 2.27 18.5"
AFT DOME B 1.84 17.3" 2.02 16.0"
AFT A 2.22 145.5" 2.19 145.5"
AFT B 2.04 145.5" 2.04 145.5"
AFT CTR A 2.43 71.5" 2.60 30.7"
AFT CTR B 1.99 ii.0" 2.44 30.7"
FWD CTR A 2.81 39.7" 4.38 214.1"
FWD CTR B 3.32 161.4" 4.15 126.0"
FORWARD A 1.71 280.0" 2.14 280.0"
FORWARD B 1.76 394.0" 2.31 394.0"
NOTE: ALL ACREAGE AREA SAFETY FACTORS MUST MEET A MINIMUM OF 1.5.
CSF = MDT/MDD
ASF = Actual Preflre Thlckness/MDD
Where: MDT = Minimum Design Thickness
MDD ffiMaterial Decomposition Depth
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RSRM-7A NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
0.0 5.577 4.510 1.067
21.6 5.638 4.815 0.823
46.8 5.551 4.575 0.976
68.4 5.610 4.797 0.813
90.0 5.561 4.964 0.597
111.6 5.532 4.810 0.722
136.8 5.628 4.978 0.650
158.4 5.588 4.905 0.683
180.0 5.578 4.628 0.950
201.6 5.595 4.798 0.797
226.8 5.613 4.710 0.903
248.4 5.599 4.961 0.638
270.0 5.617 5.138 0.479"
291.6 5.603 4.922 0.681
316.8 5.599 5.100 0.499
338.4 5.612 4.953 0.659
CSF
4.6
6.0
5.0
6.0
8.2
6.8
7.5
7.2
5.2
6.1
5.4
7.7
10.2
7.2
9.8
7.4
ASF
5.2
6.9
5.7
6.9
9.3
7.7
8.7
8.2
5.9
7.0
6.2
8.8
11.7
8.2
11.2
8.5
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
5.599 4.860 0.703 4.6 5.2
Table 7
A TWR-17546 Vol. III
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RSRM-7A AFT FIELD JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.757 2.332 0.425
16.0 2.730 2.336 0.394
30.0 2.735 2.404 0.331
46.0 2.762 2.335 0.427
60.0 2.750 2.314 0.436
76.0 2.753 2.278 0.475
90.0 2.750 2.317 0.433
106.0 2.760 2.304 0.456
120.0 2.755 2.298 0.457
136.0 2.765 2.357 0.408
150.0 2.750 2.342 0.408
166.0 2.747 2.338 0.409
180.0 2.762 2.312 0.450
196.0 2.730 2.285 0.445
210.0 2.765 2.288 0.477
226.0 2.725 2.301 0.424
242.0 2.740 2.352 0.388
256.0 2.739 2.335 0.404
270.0 2.735 2.374 0.361
286.0 2.732 2.351 0.381
300.0 2.738 2.326 0.412
316.0 2.744 2.347 0.397
330.0 2.740 2.426 0.314
346.0 2.742 2.392 0.350
CSF
6.1
6.6
7.8
6.1
6.0
5.5
6.0
5.7
5.7
6.4
6.4
6.3
5.8
5.8
5.4
6.1
6.7
6.4
7.2
6.8
6.3
6.5
8.3
7.4
ASF
6.5
6.9
8.3
6.5
6.3
5.8
6.4
6.1
6.0
6.8
6.7
6.7
6.1
6.1
5.8
6.4
7.1
6.8
7.6
7.2
6.6
6.9
8.7
7.8
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
2.746 2.335 0.411 5.4 5.8
Table 8
A TWR-17546 Vol. III
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RSRM-7A CENTER FIELD JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.775 2.534 0.241
16.0 2.775 2.518 0.257
30.0 2.766 2.559 0.207
46.0 2.756 2.566 0.190
60.0 2.739 2.532 0.207
76.0 2.813 2.570 0.243
90.0 2.814 2.545 0.269
106.0 2.748 2.549 0.199
120.0 2.728 2.540 0.188
136.0 2.716 2.585 0.131
150.0 2.720 2.580 0.140
166.0 2.705 2.552 0.153
180.0 2.715 2.586 0.129
196.0 2.735 2.580 0.155
210.0 2.734 2.615 0.119"
226.0 2.715 2.595 0.120
242.0 2.729 2.566 0.163
256.0 2.769 2.562 0.207
270.0 2.730 2.609 0.121
286.0 2.733 2.570 0.163
300.0 2.738 2.592 0.146
316.0 2.728 2.588 0.140
330.0 2.735 2.595 0.140
346.0 2.732 2.534 0.198
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN
2.734 2.568 0.163
CSF
10.8
i0.i
12.5
13.7
12.5
10.7
9.6
13.0
13.8
19.8
18.5
17.0
20.1
16.7
21.8
21.6
15.9
12.5
21.4
15.9
17.8
18.5
18.5
13.1
MINIMUM
9.6
ASF
11.5
10.8
13.4
14.5
13.2
11.6
10.5
13.8
14.5
20.7
19.4
17.7
21.0
17.6
23.0
22.6
16.7
13.4
22.6
16.8
18.8
19.5
19.5
13.8
MINIMUM
10.5
A
Table 9
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iii
RSRM-7A FORWARD FIELD JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.715 2.542 0.173
16.0 2.709 2.600 0.109
30.0 2.739 2.572 0.167
46.0 2.728 2.650 0.078.
60.0 2.733 2.560 0.173
76.0 2.749 2.565 0.184
90.0 2.750 2.571 0.179
106.0 2.741 2.606 0.135
120.0 2.752 2.670 0.082
136.0 2.748 2.588 0.160
150.0 2.758 2.594 0.164
166.0 2.760 2.556 0.204
180.0 2.736 2.532 0.204
196.0 2.715 2.555 0.160
210.0 2.730 2.545 0.185
226.0 2.744 2.570 0.174
242.0 2.731 2.568 0.163
256.0 2.740 2.565 0.175
270.0 2.738 2.602 0.136
286.0 2.735 2.569 0.166
300.0 2.746 2.579 0.167
316.0 2.733 2.581 0.152
330.0 2.723 2.568 0.155
346.0 2.725 2.580 0.145
CSF
15.0
23.8
15.5
33.3
15.0
14.1
14.5
19.2
31.6
16.2
15.8
12.7
12.7
16.2
14.0
14.9
15.9
14.8
19.1
15.6
15.5
17 .i
16.7
17.9
ASF
15.7
24.9
16.4
35.0
15.8
14.9
15.4
20.3
33.6
17.2
16.8
13.5
13.4
17.0
14.8
15.8
16.8
15.7
20.1
16.5
16.4
18.0
17.6
18.8
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
2.737 2.570 0.165 12.7 13.4
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RSRM-7B NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
CSF AS F
0.0 5.559 4.325 1.234 4.0 4.5
21.6 5.506 4.792 0.714 6.9 7.7
46.8 5.532 4.715 0.817 6.0 6.8
68.4 5.507 4.532 0.975 5.0 5.6
90.0 5.514 4.747 0.767 6.4 7.2
111.6 5.491 4.685 0.806 6.1 6.8
136.8 5.533 4.736 0.797 6.1 6.9
158.4 5.435 4.798 0.637. 7.7 8.5
180.0 5.532 4.415 1.117 4.4 5.0
201.6 5.471 4.842 0.629 7.8 8.7
226.8 5.489 4.456 1.033 4.7 5.3
248.4 5.202 4.843 0.359. 13.6 14.5
270.0 5.536 4.724 0.812 6.0 6.8
291.6 5.541 4_940 0.601 8.2 9.2
316.8 5.507 4.836 0.671 7.3 8.2
338.4 5.510 4.644 0.866 5.7 6.4
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
5.509 4.730 0.802 4.0 4.5
A
Table 17
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RSRM-7B AFT FIELD JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.737 2.272 0.465
16.0 2.764 2.271 0.493
30.0 2.762 2.310 0.452
46.0 2.763 2.309 0.454
60.0 2.758 2.309 0.449
76.0 2.774 2.273 0.501
90.0 2.764 2.325 0.439
106.0 2.779 2.285 0.494
120.0 2.774 2.261 0.513
136.0 2.779 2.298 0.481
150.0 2.774 2.317 0.457
166.0 2.779 2.345 0.434
180.0 2.749 2.344 0.405
196.0 2.769 2.342 0.427
210.0 2.748 2.31'2 0.436
226.0 2.749 2.355 0.394
242.0 2.736 2.296 0.440
256.0 2.734 2.324 0.410
270.0 2.734 2.300 0.434
286.0 2.760 2.326 0-.434
300.0 2.753 2.352 0.401
316.0 2.748 2.268 0.480
330.0 2.744 2.298 0.446
346.0 2.760 2.319 0.441
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN
2.760 2.309 0.444
CSF
5.6
5.3
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.2
5.9
5.3
5.1
5.4
5.7
6.0
6.4
6.1
6.0
6.6
5.9
6.3
6.0
6.0
6.5
5.4
5.8
5.9
MINIMUM
5.1
ASF
5.9
5.6
6.1
6.1
6.1
5.5
6.3
5.6
5.4
5.8
6.1
6.4
6.8
6.5
6.3
7.0
6.2
6.7
6.3
6.4
6.9
5.7
6.2
6.3
MINIMUM
5.4
A
Table 18
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RSRM-7B CENTER FIELD JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.747 2.540 0.207
16.0 2.720 2.531 0.189
30.0 2.734 2.512 0.222
46.0 2.735 2.540 0.195
60.0 2.750 2.535 0.215
76.0 2.742 2.553 0.189
90.0 2.692 2.535 0.157
106.0 2.726 2.563 0.163
120.0 2.700 2.493 0.207
136.0 2.736 2.509 0.227
150.0 2.710 2.574 0.136
166.0 2.738 2.545 0.193
180.0 2.728 2.529 0.199
196.0 2.705 2.523 0.182
210.0 2.720 2.531 0.189
226.0 2.712 2.555 0.157
242.0 2.700 2.557 0.143
256.0 2.710 2.560 0.150
270.0 2.710 2.512 0.198
286.0 2.719 2.543 0.176
300.0 2.719 2.508 0.211
316.0 2.725 2.522 0.203
330.0 2.699 2.547 0.152
346.0 2.731 2.523 0.208
CSF
12.5
13.7
11.7
13.3
12.1
13.7
16.5
15.9
12.5
11.4
19.1
13.4
13.0
14.3
13.7
16.5
18.1
17.3
13.1
14.7
12.3
12.8
17.1
12.5
ASF
13.3
14.4
12.3
14.0
12.8
14.5
17.1
16.7
13.0
12.1
19.9
14.2
13.7
14.9
14.4
17.3
18.9
18.1
13.7
15.4
12.9
13.4
17.8
13.1
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
2.720 2.535 0.191 11.4 12.1
A
Table 19
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RSRM-7B FORWARD FIELD JOINT PERFORMANCE
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.746 2.561 0.185
16.0 2.756 2.580 0.176
30.0 2.785 2.593 0.192
46.0 2.775 2.611 0.164
60.0 2.771 2.610 0.161
76.0 2.744 2.615 0.129
90.0 2.723 2.603 0.120
106.0 2.741 2.597 0.144
120.0 2.731 2.562 0.169
136.0 2.769 2.546 0.223
150.0 2.765 2.600 0.165
166.0 2.764 2.630 0.134
180.0 2.743 2.611 0.132
196.0 2.745 2.634 0.iii
210.0 2.720 2.597 0.123
226.0 2.724 2.590 0.134
242.0 2.747 2.636 0.iii
256.0 2.745 2.600 0.145
270.0 2.730 2.574 0.156
286.0 2.724 2.600 0.124
300.0 2.725 2.594 0.131
316.0 2.743 2.610 0.133
330.0 2.727 2.614 0.113
346.0 2.731 2.591 0.140
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN
2.743 2.600 0.137
CSF
14.0
14.7
13.5
15.8
16 .i
20.1
21.6
18.0
15.4
11.6
15.7
19.4
19.7
23.4
21.1
19.4
23.4
17.9
16.6
20.9
19.8
19.5
23.0
18.5
MINIMUM
11.6
ASF
14.8
15.7
14.5
16.9
17.2
21.3
22.7
19.0
16.2
12.4
16.8
20.6
20.8
24.7
22 .i
20.3
24.7
18.9
17.5
22.0
20.8
20.6
24.1
19.5
MINIMUM
12.4
A
Table 20
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Table A-1
P,_TA Aft Dome Factory Joint Nea_ Evaluation
Motor No.: I_LM-7A Date: 26 November 1989
Assessmnt Engineer(s): S. Kicken,T. Morgan
Factory Joint NeatlmrsetlObservations:
A. (Imrrel/ll_tAffected Material (HTAFF)?
B. Instdation Damge/Rtssing Material Not
Dim to Reentry/Debrls/WaterImpact (TPS_)?
C. InsulationDamage_issing Material Due to
l_entry/Debris/Vater Impact (TlX_)?
D. Insulation to Case _ (DE_D)?
E. Evidence of Water Leakage From Factory
Joint (WA_IR)?
X yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
X
X
X
X
no
no
no
no
11o
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Comments:
1. Normal heat effects in 270 e region.
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TableA-2
It_g_-TAft SegmntStiffener to stiffener FactoryJoint _/eathersealEvaluation
Motor No. : _TA
_.ssesm_nt m_dmer(s):
l Date: 26 November 1989
S. Bicker, T. Morgan
Factory Joint WeathersealObservaticrts:
A. (_t Affected Material (_h'F)? X yes no
B. InsulationEt_ssing Material Not yes X no
Due to Reentry/Debris/Water Impact (TPSVD)?
C. InsulationDa_ssing MaterialDue to yes X no
Reentry/Debris/Water Impact (TPS_)?
D. Insulation to Case Unbonds (DEEND)? X yes no
E. Evidence of Water LeakageFrom Factory yes X no
Joint (WATER)?
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Commslts:
I. Minor heat effectson the orbiter side (270°) like normal.
2. Unbond intermittent full circumference on aft edge. Depth 0.8 in. to 0.9 in. typical
70_. of circumference. Adhesive failure at 205 to case.
approx.
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Table A-3
R_7A Aft Se_t Er Attach to Stiffener Factory Joint Weatherseal Evaluation
Motor No. : RS_-TA
A s. nt I n¢ineer(s)"
I Date: 26 November 1989
S. Ricken,T. Morgan
Factor_ Joint Weatherseal Observations:
A. Charr_t Affected Material (HTAFF)?
B. Insulation Da,8%_ssing Material Not
Due to Remtry/Debris/Water Impact (TPSVD)?
C. Insulation Dem&,_ssing Material Due to
Reentry/Debris/Water I_ct (T_)?
D. Insulation to Case U.b_ (I_)?
E. Evidence of Water [aska_ From Factory
Joint (WATEIR)?
X
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
NoteslCommnts:
I. Normal heat effects in 270° region.
Table A-4
l_7A Aft Center Segment Factory Joint geatherseal Evaluation
Motor NO. : I_7A
Assesmmt   meer(s):
I Date: 26 November 1989
S. Hicken, T. Morgan
Factory Joint Weath_ Omtims:
A. '(_rred/t_t Affected Material (tF_AFF)?
B. Insulation _ssi_ Material NOt
Due to ReentryA3ebris/Water Impact (TPSVD)?
C. Insulation llmmge/Missing Material Due to
Reentry/DebrisP#ater Impact (TlX/_)?
D. Insulation to Case Unbonds (E_t_3)?
E. Evid_ce of Water Leel_ From Factory
Joint (WAT_I{)?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
_.bers
Notes/Commnts:
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Table A-S
_7A Forvard Center Segm_t Factory Joint ¢ea_ k-'%,aluation
Motor No. : g.q_7A
Assesmmt n ln (s):
Date: 26 Noveaber 1989
S. Ki_, T. Morgan
Factory Joint Weatherse_ Observations:
A. _t Affected Material (STAFF)?
B. Insulation _ssing Material Not
Due to Reentry/Debris/ratE Iapact (II_vD)?
C. Insulation _ssir_ Material Due to
Remtry/DebrisNater Impact (TPS_)?
D. Insulation to Case _ (I_I_D)?
E. Evidence of Water Leakage From Factory
Joint (WATER)?
yes
yes
yes
X rio
X no
X no
yes X no
yes X no
l tes/Ca.nmts:
Table A-6
_TA Foz_rard Segmmt Cylinder to Cylinder Factory Joint W_therseal Evaluation
Motor No.: _7A
Assess.mt Engineer(s):
I Date: 26 Noverler 1989
S. Fdcken,T. Morgan
Factor_ Joint Weattmrse_ Observations:
A. _t Affected Material (EAFF)?
B. Insulation _ssing Material Not
Due to Remtry/DebrisNater Impact (TPSVD)?
C. Insulation Dmage/Kissing Material Due to
Reantry/DabrisNater Impact (TlX/_)?
D. Inmdation to Case Unbo,ds ([_ND)?
E. Evidence of Water Leakage Fr_ Factory
Joint C,/AT_) ?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
C_mment
Numbers
Notes/Comments:
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Table A-7
_7A Fo_rard Dome Factory Joint Wea_ _raluation
Motor No. : K._M-TA ] Date: 26 November 1989
_esmmt m_meer(s): S. P/ck_, T. Morgan
Factory Joint Wea_ Observations:
A. _t kEfeeted Material (I_'F)?
S. Intuition [_/Ktssing Material Not
Due to Reentry/DebrisA/ater Impact (TPS_)?
C. Insulation _/Ftissing Material Due to
Reentry/DebrisAJater Ia_aet (_)?
D. Intuition to Case _ ([JE_D)?
E. E_rl&mee of Water Leakage From Factory
Joint (WATER)?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Notes / Comm_lt s :
Table A-8
_7A Aft Stif:':enerRing TPS _raluation
Motor No. : _TA
_ess_nt t/_p_er(s):
Elate: 26 Novenber 1989
S. Hie.ken,T. Morgan
Stiffener Rin_/Stiffener Stub Insulation Observations:
A. _t kffeeted Material (h'rK_)?
B. Insulation D_age/_ssing Material Not
Due to Reentry/Debris/'gater In_aet (TPS_)?
C. Insulation Damage/MissingMaterial Due to
Reentry/DebrisA/ater Impact (TPS_)?
D. Insulation to StiffenerRing/Stiffener
StubUn_n_ (_)?
X yes no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Conmmnts:
I. Nomal heat effects in 270" region.
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TableA-9
I___M-TAC_mter StiffenerRing TPS Evaluation
Motor No. : P,._,M-TA
_t _rgin_(s):
Date: 26 November 1989
S. Kieken, T. Morgan
StiffenerRin_/StiffEmerStub la_6xflati_(_mti_:
A. Q_um_d/Bmt Affected _teri_] (HT#_I_)?
B. insulation[_m_6,e/Misg MaterialNot
Due to P,e_try/DabrisAaater Impact (TPS'VD)?
C. Insulation Dansge/Missing Material Due to
Remtry/D_ris/Water Impact (TPS_)?
I
D. Insulation to Stiffener Rirg/Stiffener
Stub _ (UmND)?
X yes no
yes X no
yes X rio
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Comnmts:
1. Nomal heat effects in 270 ° region. Heat effect blisters on outboard face at 270 °.
Table A-lO
_TA Forward Stiffe_erRi_TPS Evaluation
Motor No.: P.._M-TA
Assessmnt _ineer(s):
Date: 26 MO_ 1989
S. lii_, T. Morgan
Stiffener Ring/Stiffener Stub Insulation Observations:
A. Omrred/B_t Affected Material (HTAFF)?
B. Insulation _issing Material Not
Due to Reentry/Debris/Water Impact (TPSVD)?
C. Insulation _ssing Material Due to
P,emtry/Debris/gater Impact (TPSDM)?
D. Insulation to Stiffener Ring/Stiffener
StubUnbo.ds([Z_XD)?
X yes rio
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Comms_ts:
I. Nomml heat effects in 270° region.
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TableA-II
R_7A ForwardStiffener StubTPSEvaltmtion
Motor No. : _7A Date: 26 November 19B9
A_esmmt m_n__r(s): S. Rickm, T. Morg_
StiffenerRin_Stiffemr Stub _tim Observations:
A. Omrred/Beat AffectedMaterial (ffrAFF)?
B. Insulati_Damage/Mi_ing_t_i_ Not
DJmtoReent_/Deb_s/37at_Impaet(TPSVD)?
C. Inm]atim Damge/_ssing Material Due to
Reentry/Debris/Water Impact (_)?
D. Inmflation to Stiffener Ring/Stiffener
Stub _bo_ls (mmm)?
x yes rio
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Commits:
i. Normal heat effects in 270° region.
2. K.SNArepairof outboard edge of insulationis flakingoff internittentlyaro_ the
circumfexeno_.
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Table A-12
lk_4-TA Nozzle to Case Joint Instrlation _aluation
Motor No. : R_M-TA
Assessment l_/n__r(s):
_te: I_ 1989
J. Passlm, S._cken
Nozzle to Case Joint O_r_-cations:
A. Gas Penetration in Polysulfide (TI_,PGPTH)? yes
B. Foreign Material in Polysulfide (FMIJ)? yes
C. Voids in Polysulfide (VOID)? X yes
D. PolysulfidePorosity (PSPflR)? X yes
E. PolysulfideExtrusion Past Wiper O-ring (PSEX)? yes
F. PolysulfideFailureMode? 15 % Adhesive to N_
2 % _U_esive to (I_
Nozzle to Case Joint Insulation Part Observations:
X
X
X
83
G. Aft Dome Edge Unbonds (II80ND)? yes X no
H. BaffleTom ([BAFL)? yes X no
Comment
Numbers
rio
no
no
no
no
% Cohesive (CRA[_I)
Record Aft Dome t_d Nozzle to Case Joint Insulation MeasuremEmts:
¢7 Max
Kin
Degree Depth Depth Depth
Location (1)* (2)** (3)***
0° 6.95 in. 6.00 in. 5.78 in.
90° 7.30 in. 6.40 in. 5.90 in.
180° 7-.30in. 6.25 in. 5.95 in.
270° 7.35 in. 6.35 in. 5.85 in.
* Depth (1) is to be mesmmed from the aft face of the aft dome to the edge of the reminirg material
** Depth (2) is to be meammed from the aft face of the aft dome to the inboard edge of the heat
affected polysulfide
*** Depth (3) is to be ms_sur_ from the aft face of the aft dome to the outboard edge of the heat
affectad polysulfide
Notes/Comments:
I. Void in polysulfideat 109@ (1.60 in. axial length0.25 in. wide) extendingacross step.
sooting present within void.
2. Porositynoted on step full circumference.
No
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Table A-13
tk_t-7A Nozzle to Case Joint Vent Slot. Fill
Notor No.: IL_-7A Date: I December 1989
Asses_n_t ]_&dmeer(s): J. Pass_n, S. flicken
I)egr_ %Slot
Location bill Location
0.0 ° 100
7.2 ° 100
14.4 ° 80
21.60 60
28.80 70
36.0 ° 80
43.2 o 0
.50.40 50
57.6° 50
64.8° 20
72.0 ° 30
79.2° 20
86.4 ° I0
93.6 ° 40
100.8 ° 5
108.0° 5
115.2° 5
Average = 32%.
% Slot
FiLl
122.4 ° 5
129.6 ° 0
136.8 ° 10
144.0 ° 5
151.2 ° 0
1.58.4° 20
165.6 ° 10
172.8 ° 20
180.0° I0
187.2° 5
194.4 ° I0
202.60 30
208.8° 30
216.0° 40
223.20 3
230.4° i0
237.6° i0
4 of 50 slots had 0% fill
5 slots had 100% fill
D_ree
Location
244.8 °
252.0 °
259.2 °
266.4 °
273.60
280.8 °
288.0 °
295.2 °
302.4 °
309.6 °
316.8 °
324.0 °
331.2°
338.4 °
345.6°
352.8°
% Slot
Fill
10
20
40
0
3O
20
20
20
20
8O
100
100
80
9O
I00
9O
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TableA-14
P_TA Aft Field Joint Insulation Evaluation
MotorNo.: It__M-7A Date: 1 Decerb_ 1989
Assessmnt _gineer(s): S. Ricks, J. Passman,D. Bartelt
Field Joint Insulation Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration (TI_t, P(_Ilt)?
B. Foreign Material (D1_J)?
C. Areas of J-leg Non-contact(BILI_)?
D. Net Soot (s0crr)?
Field Joint InsulationPert Observations:
E. Clevis Edge Unbonds > O.10 in. Deep (OBOND)?
F. Clevis Insulation Craek/Carzing (C_ZE)?
yes
yes
yes
X yes
yes
X yes
X no
X no
X no
no
X no
no
1
2
3
Record Tan_ _d Field Joint InsulationMeasurements:
/ I/7=.o.,L
S (Char
Gont_tct") Depth')
Max
Degree Char Bondline
Location Dep_* O:mtact**
0° 2.90 in. 1.00 in.
90° 2.85 in. .95 in.
IBO° 2.go in. 1.00 in.
270° 2.88 in. .95 in.
* Char depth is to be _ from the inoer diameter of the tang leg to the outbard edge of the
charlayer.
** Bond.line contact is to be measured from the outboard edge of the char layer to the outboard extent
of contact.
Motes/Comments:
1. Clevis edge separation repair adhesive residue on clevis insulation at 245 °.
2. Wet sooting present intermittent full circumference approximately 0.30 in. - .40 in. (Unable to
verifydue to large amounts of grease on tang insulation)
3. Cracks/crazing present on atevis insulation radius region at 310 °, 140 °, 82 °, and 38°.
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TableA-15
I_7A CenterField Joint Insulation Evaluation
Motor No.: K_RM-7A
. sesmmt  4neer(s):
Date: 1 Dece,ber 1989
S. Bicken, J. Passmn, D. Bartelt
Field Joint _tion Joint Observations:
A. Cas Penetration (T_, P(PIlt)?
B. Foreign Material (FMIJ)?
C. Are_ of J-leg Nm-e_taet (BID_)?
D. Wet Soot (SOOt)?
Field Joint Insulation Part Observations:
E. ClevisEdge Unbo_ks > 0.10 in. Deep (1)BOND)?
F. Clevis Insu_tim Cmck/Ca_ing ((PA_E)?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
X yes no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Record Tang End Field Joint Insulation Seamaremmts:
-/  .o°L,
(Char
_ont.act")
• # Depth')
Max
Min
Degree _ Bondline
Location Dep_* C_taet**
0° 3.10 in. 1.20 in.
90° 3.15 in. 1.15 in.
180° 3.10 in. 1.15 in.
270° 3.10 in. 1.15 in.
* (]_ardepth is to be measured from the inner diameterof the tang leg to the outbazd edge of the
charlayer.
** Bond.linecontact is to be measured from the outboardedge of the char layer to the outboard extent
of contact.
NoteslCom.ents'.
1. Masking tape residue on de,is leg insulation.
2. Wet sooting into joint 0.30 in. - 0.70 in. full circtm_erence.
3. Crazing was to be at 158" (not detectable).
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TableA-16
RSRM-7AForwardField Joint InsulationEvaluation
Motor No. : Ik_4-TA
assessnmt m_neer(s):
I Date: 1 December 1989
S. Flic.k_, J. _, D. Bartelt
Field Joint Insulation Joint Observati_"
A. Ces Penetration (TBH, PGPTH)?
B. Foreign Material (F_EJ)?
c. Areas of J-l_ Non--omtact (BIDED?
D. Vet Soot (SOOT)?
Field Joint Insulation Part Obsexmtions:
E. Ctevis Edge Untxxxts> O.lO in. Deep (moto)?
F. Clevis InsulationCrack/Carzirg((ItCh)?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
X yes no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Record Tang End Field Joint Insulation Measursnmts:
(Char
Cont_c! ) Depth')
Max
Kin
Degree Omr Bondline
location Dep_* Cxmtact**
0° 3.05 in. 1.15 in.
90° 3.20 in. 1.20 in.
180° 3.10 in. 1.20 in.
2700 3.10 in. I.I0 in.
* Char depth is to be measured from the inner diameter of the tang leg to the outbard edge of the
charlayer.
** Borxllinecontact is to bemeasured frc_ the outboa_edgeof thee.t mr layer to the outboardextent
of contact.
Notes/Commants:
i. 0.30 in. - 0.60 in. deep full circumference.
2. Intermittent tang edge _ visible.
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Table_-17
IL_f-TAIgniter BossInsulation Evaluatioa
Motor No. : RS_-7A
_t a_dmer(s).
Date: 30 Novenber 1989
S. Kie.ks% J.
I_niter Om_r/Igdter Boss Imt_tion Observations:
A. Abnormal Insulation Erosion (INS_)? yes X no
B. Tears,Gouges, or Cuts (TE_S)? yes X no
C. Ply Separations or Delaminations (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. Blistering (BLSFr)? yes X no
E. Insulation Flashing (FIAt)? X yes no
F. F_gethbo.ds([m_D)? yes x no
Comment
Numbers
1
Notes/Commmts:
1. Small amu_t of loose flashing near 60° (1 in. eireunf_).
Table A-18
R_RM-7A Igniter ChamberInsulationEvaluation
Motor No. : K._h'_7A
_ssmmt Ergimer(s)"
I Date: 30 Nove_m.r 1989
S. Hicken,J. Passral
IgniterChamber/I_niterBoss InsulationObs_-vati_:
A. Abnormal Insulation Erosion (INS_)?
B. Tears, Gouges, or Cuts (TK_RS)?
C. Ply Separations or D_]a/mtims (gLYSP)?
D. Blistering (BLSFr)?
yes
yes
yes
yes
X
X
I
X
X
no
no
no
no
Comment
Numbers
_otes/Commmts:
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TableA-I9
I_TA Igniter Mapter to For_ DomePuttyDvaluation
Motor No. : K_c_7A
Asses_mt mgineer(s):
Date: 30 November IgBg
S. Kieken, J. Pas.smn
I_niterPutt,/Condition
I. Color?
2. Tack?
Variable X - Constant
Good X Nominal Poor
I_niterPutt-/Observations:
Comment
Numbers
A. Gas Penetration in Putty (T_, IRWIn)?
B. Foreign Material in Putty (D_J)?
C. Voids in Putty (VOID)? .
D. Putty Failure Mode 0
X yes
yes
yes
_hesve (AFJ_)
X
X
I00
no 1
no
rlo
% Cohesive (CI_)
Record the followingif any of the above conditionsexist:
Degree Degree
Condition Start Stop
(Observation Location I_ocation
Code) (deg.) (deg.)
332 332
CircumEerential
Width (in.)
0.20 at fi#dedge
1.15 at aft edge
Axial
Length(in.)
Radial
Depth (in.)
Notes/Comments:
l. Blowhole ttLrOUghthe putty wlth gas to the seal at 332%
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Table A-20
I_7A Igniter_ter toIg,iter_ Putty_Xra.l_tion
Motor No.: IK_M-7A
_t mCineerCs):
I Date: 30 November 1989
S. tli_, J. Passmn
I_niter Putty Ca_dition
I. Color?
2. Tack?
Variable X Constant
X Good Nominal POOr
I_niter Putty Ohservatims:
A. Gas Penetration in Putty (Trot, PC_rH)?
B. Foreign Material in Putty (F}KJ)?
C. Voids in PUtty (VOID)? .
D. Putty Failure Mode 0
yes
yes
yes
Z k_esve (AFJ_)
Record the followingif any of the above conditions exist:
Degree Degree
¢xr_ttion Start Stop
(Ohsermtion rotation Location
Code) (deg.) (deg.)
Circumferential
Width (in.)
X no
X no
X no
i00 X Cd'e_ive (@EB)
Axial
U_th (in.)
Radial
Depth (in.)
Notes/Com_mts:
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Table A-21
_TA Aft Segment Internal Insulation Evaluation
Motor No. : _TA Date: 1 December 1989
Assesmmt _ffineer(s): J. Passmn, S. Hick_
Se_mmt Internal Insulation Observations:
A. Abnormal InsulationErosion (INS_)? yes X no
B. Tears, Goug,es, or Cuts (TEARS)? yes X no
C. Ply Separations or Delaminations (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. Blistering (BLSPT)? X yes no
E. Abnormal Liner Pattern (ABU_)? yes X no
P. mR Under CF/EP_ Exposed (INSm)? X yes no
Comment
Numbers
_otes/Coments:
1. A small amount of (open and tmopen) blistering in the CF/ER3Mwas present intermittent.
Approximatenumber is 4-6. Worst case near 300° (1.75 in. long x 0.25 in. wide) and it was
open. All blisters_ located in a regionappr_. 6-9 in. (surfacemeasurement)forwardof
re.s/ningaft dome N_ insulation. No abnormalerosion occurred to the blisters or surrotmdln8
2. Liner was not present, which is normal.
3. I_R was exposed trader the CF/EP[_ intermittent just aft of the remainir_ CF/EP_ to NER
interface approx. 18-23 in. for_ward of boss. 7his is normal condition in this region.
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Table A-22
P-_RM-7AAft Segm_t I_R Inhibitor Beight Evaluation
Motor No.: _7A
m -ineE(s):
Date: I December 1989
S. Ricken, J. Passman, D. Bartelt
_R Inhibitor _tions (Other Than Tears):
A. _ti_s or Separatims (PLYSP)?
B. Severe or htmonml Erosion (INS_)?
Record I_RIr_bitor_ts:
Location
0 o
30°
_o
90°
120°
150°
Radial Distance
4.5 in.
in.
5.0 in.
4.5 in.
5.5 in.
6.0 in.
yes
yes
Degree Location
180°
210°
240"
270"
300°
3300
X
X
no
rio
Comment
Numbers
Radial Distance
7.75 in.
7.5 in.
8.5 in.
4.5 in.
4.5 in.
4.5 in.
Max. inhibitor height =
MAn. inhibitorheisht =
NoteslCommsnts:
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TableA-23
R_-TA Aft Segment _R Inhibitor Tear gvaluati(m
Motor No. : P_7A
m  neer(s):
Date: 1 December 1989
S. Hicken, J. Passmn, D. Bartelt
l_RIrahibitorDesc_,-iption
A. P_dial Tears > 3 in. Izmg (TEARS)?
B. Circumferential tears?
C. Tears exhibiting charring or erosion?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Com_nt
Numbers
Record I_ Inhibitor Tear Mmmmsmmts (if applicable, for radial tears > 3 in. lo_ or circ. tears):
De_ree Location Mess. "A"* Meas. '_B"* Coments ((_n_, etc.)
* Memsurements"A" and '_" are to measured
as shown and sketchedbelow.
Clsvl! I.D.
270 °
180
_tes/Commts:
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Table/_-24
K_4-TA Aft Center Segment Internal _tion Evaluation
Motor No. : l_.q_-7A
I Date: 1 December 1989
Assessmmt _(s): J.
Sepent Internal Insulation Otrermtims:
A. _nomal Insulation Erosion (INSER)? yes X no
B. Tears, Gouges, or Cuts (_S)? yes X no
C. Ply Separations or _tions (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. Blistering (BLSPr)? yes X no
E. Abnormal. Liner Pattern (ABINR)? yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Com_nts:
1. Liner present in norml condition 1-2 ft. forward of factory joint to N_ inhibitor.
Table A-25
K_M-7A Aft Center Segment N_ Inhibitor Height Evaluation
Motor No.: _7A Date: 1 Deee_e.r 1989
A._msmmt Engineer(s): S. flicks, J. Vassmn, D. _u:telt
NI_ Inhibitor Observations (Other _mn Tears):
A. Delamirmtions or Separations (PLYSP)?
B. Severe or _vrmal Erosion (INS_)?
Reeord _ InhibitorMeasurements:
yes X no
yes X no
Ccmnent
Numbers
I
D_Fee krmti(m Radial Distance De_x_=eLocation Radial Distance
0° 12.0 in. 180° 13.5 in.
300 13.0 in. 210° 13.0 in.
60° 13.0 in. 240° 12.5 in.
90° 11.5 in. 270o 14.5 in.
120° 13.5 in. 300° 14.5 in.
150 ° 12.0 in. 330 ° 12.5 in.
Max. inhibitor height =
l_tn. inhibitor height =
Notes/Comnents:
I. Kissing chunksof inhibitoron inboardedge due to splashdownimpact (See Figure on Table A-26).
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Table A-26
K__TA Aft Center Segment _i_ Inhibitor Tear Ewaluation
Motor No. : l_-7A Date: 1 _ 1989
Assessmmt Engineer(s): S. Hicken, J. Passmm, D. Bartelt
I_R Inhibitor Description
A. Radial Tears > 3 in. Long (TEARS)?
B. Circumferential tears?
C. Tmrs exhibiting dm_ing or erosion?
yes X no
yes X .o
yes X no
Comment
Nur_ers
Record _ Inhibitor Tear l_asuremmts (if applicable, for radial tears > 3 in. long or circ. tears):
Degree Location Mess. "A"* g_as. '_"* Ccmmnts ((Ysrrir_, etc.)
* _asuremmts 'W' and "B" are to meastm_
as shown and sketched below.
90 °
Clevit I.D.
270"
180 °
Notes/Comments:
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TableA-27
R._M-7Aft C_mterSegmentStressRelief FlapEXvaluation
Motor No. : P,_RM-7A Date: 1 Decenber 1989
Assesmmnt Engineer(s): S. Kteken, J. Passing, D. Bartelt
Stress Rzlief Flap l_gion _tims'
A. Abnomml CF/EPEM or N_ Erosion (INS_)?
B. Tears _, or Cuts (TFARS)?
C. Ply Separations, De]aminations, or Voids (PLYSP)?
D. Ab.o_ Missing Material (MISS)?
g. tastable Inhibitor Present?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Record Stress Relief Flap
Max. Missing (If Appl.)
Kin. Missing (If Appl.)
Yeam/rsmmts:
umation
0 o
90°
180°
270°
Axial Distance
15.5 in.
15.5 in.
15.5 in.
15.5 in.
Record StressRelief Flap Tear mmmme.mnts (If Applicable):
De_ree location Meamme,mnt "A"¢_ Messuremmt '_"***
See Ca.r_nt 1 below
Comments (O'srrin_, etc.)
* _ distance is to be measured from the tip of the tang to the aft edgeof the flap.
** Measurenmnt"A" is to be taken from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
*** _t "B" is to be taken from the aft edge of the flap to the fomcard edge of the tear.
Notes/Commmts
1. Flap is eroded m_ifomly to flap h,alb full circumfere_e.
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Table A--28
Ik_i-7A Forward Center Segment Interml Insulation Zvaluation
Motor No. : I_7A Date: 1 _ 1989
Asmsmmt _gineer(s): J. Pasmm
Sextant Interim1 Insulation Observations:
A. Abnorml Insulation Erosion (INS_)? yes X no
B. T_, Gouge, or Cuts (TEARS)? yes X no
C. Ply Sepamti_ or [_minations (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. l_ster.ing (BISPr)? yes x no
E. _norml Liner Pattern (ASh_)? yes x no
.qot_/Commnts:
1. Liner preset in norm1 coalition foz_mxl of factory joint to NER inhibitor.
Table A-29
P_7A Forvm-d Center Segment NER Znhibitor P,eight Evaluation
!
Motor No. : P__q_-TA [ Date: 1 Decenber 1989
J
Assessment Ergineer(s): S. Riekea, J. Passmn, D. Bartelt
_ERLr_bitorObservations (Other lhanTears):
A. _ti_s or Separations (PLYSP)?
B. Severe or Abnonre.l Erosion (INS_)?
Record b_ Inhibitor Heasurm_nts:
yes X no
yes X no
location Paiial Distance _ Location
0° 24.5 in. 180°
30° 25.0 in. 210°
60° 26.5 in. 2/-g)°
90° 27.5 in. 270°
120° 26.25 in. 300°
150° 26.75 in. 330°
Comment
Numbers
Radial Distance
25.25 in.
25.5 in.
24.5 in.
23.75 in.
24.0 in.
25.0 in.
Hax. inhibitor height =
Hin. inhibitor height =
Notes/Comments:
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Table A-30
P,S_,-7A Forward Omter Segr, mt N_ Inhibitor Tear Evaluation
Motor No.: I%_W-7A Date: 1 _ 1989
Assess_nt Ergineer(s): S. Kiek_, J. Pasmmn, D. Bartelt
I_R Inhibitor Description
A. Radial Tears > 3 in. _ (___S)?
B. Circumferential tears?
C. Tears exhibiting charring or erosion?
yes no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
See Below
Record N_ Inhibitor Tear Msmursmmts (if applicable, for radial tears > 3 in. long or circ. tears):
D_ location Mess."A"* Moas. "B"*
I0 14.5 in. 7.5 in.
_0 19.0 in. 5.5 in.
70 18.5 in. 6.5 in.
87 17.5 in. 8.5 in.
104 20.0 in. 6.0 in.
128 14.75 in. 10.5 in.
244 12.5 in. 11.75 in.
301 18.0 in. 5.0 in.
327 15.5 in. 9.0 in.
C_mments (Charrln_,etc.)
* Me_-xlr_ts "A" and '_" are to
as shown and sketched below. 9o"
Clevi= I.D.
180 =
_70 e
Notes/Com_nts:
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TableA-31
K_q_TAForward Center Segmmt Stress Relief Flap Evaluation
Motor No. : _TA Date: 1 Decenber 1989
As.._nt I_gln_.r(s): S. Kie.k_, J. _, D. Bartdt
Stress l__lid Flap l%,ion Observations:
A. Abnorml CF/I_I_ or _ Erosion (INS_)?
B. Tears Gouges, or Cuts (TEARS)?
C. Ply Separations, _tims, or Voids (PL_3P)?
0. Ahao_ Kissing 8aterial (MISS)?
E. Castabh Inhibitor Present?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Commnt
1
k_cord Stress l__Lid
Max. Missing (If Appl.)
Kin. Missing (If Appl.)
Moammemmts:
Degree Location
0 o
90 °
180 °
270 °
186
Axial Distance
10.5 in.
10.5 in.
11.5 in.
11.5 in.
6.5 in.
Record StressRelief Flap Tear 8easuremnts (If Applicable):
DegreeLocation _t "A"** Mmsurmslt '_B"*** Caaamts (Charring, etc.)
* Axial distance is to be _ from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
** Mmmmsmmt "A" is to be taken from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
*** Mmsurenmt '_" is to be taken _ the aft edge of the flap to the forward edge of the tear.
Notes/Cammts:
1. Blistc_ noted in carbon fiber EPII4 (54o-80 °) ( 4 in. - 9 in. axially forward of tang).
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Table A--32
_TA Forward Segment Internal _tim _-aluation
Motor No. : RS_-7A Date: 1 _ 1909
Assessmnt E_meer(s): J. Vas._mn
Segmnt Internal Insulation 0hservati_s:
A. Ahnomal Inmflation Erosim (INS_)?
B. Tears, Gouges, or Cuts (_.ARS)?
C. Ply _mratims or Delmimtims (PLY_)?
D. Blistering (BI.SPr)?
g. /_onre2. Liner Pattern (ABDIR)?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Notes/Cutouts:
1. Elev(m star liner pattern evident just aft of cylinder to cylinder factory joint.
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TableA-33
_7A For_,rardSegment Stress Paliel Flap Bv_uatton
Motor No.: _7A Date: 1 _ 1989
Assess,_t _glneer(s): S. Kicke% J. Passmm, D. Bartelt
Stress Relief Flap P_on Ohservntions:
A. Abnormml C_/EP_ or _ Erosion (INS_)?
B. Tears Gouges, or Cuts (TEARS)?
C. Ply Separations, Del_tnations, or Voids (PLYSP)?
O. Abnorml/'Onusual Missing Materml (MISS)?
E. Castable Inhibitor Present?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numb_-s
Record Stress l__lid Flap _ts:
De_ree Location
0 o
90 °
180 °
270 o
Max. tossing (If Am:.)
Min. Missing (If Aml.)
Axial Distance
7.0 in.
3.5 in.
3.5 in.
3.5 in.
Record Stress Relief Flap Tear g_astm'Emcmts(If Applicable):
Location Msamlrem_t "A"** Maam/ztmlmlt "B"**'*
(fun flap
Commnts (Charrir_, etc.)
* Axial distance is to be measured from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
** Measuraumt "A" is to be taken from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
*** _anmment '_B" is to be taken from the aft edge of the flap to the forward edge of the tear.
Notes/G_mmts:
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_BER
PHOTO
CODE SEGMENT
PHOTOGRAPHS SORTED BY:
SEGMENT, PHOTO CODE, JOINT, SEGMENT END, NEGATIVE #
FOR HSRM-7A
SEGMENT DEG
JOINT END LOC CO_NT
25-Jui-1990
Page 1
0 HOUSING
P9-01
99-02
99-03
99-04
99-05
99-06
99-07
99-08
99-09
99-10
01-01
01-02
01-03
01-04
00 FXDHOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXDHOUSING N/A
00 FXDHOUSING N/A
00 FAD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
00 FXD HOUSING N/A
N/A 0
N/A 45
N/A 90
N/A 135
N/A 180
N/A 225
N/A 270
N/A 315
N/A 187
N/A 284
N/A 0
N/A 90
N/A 180
N/A 270
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
FIXED HOUSING INSULATION FORNARD TIP
W/O AND SLAG
FIXED HOUSING INSULATION FOR_9_RD TIP
W/O AND SLAG
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
T SEG
_97-03
_97-02
|97-01
193-04
193-03
193-02
493-01
493-08
493-07
493-06
493-05
470-01
470-02
511-02
496-05
496-06
33 AFT SEG
32 AFT SEG
31 AFT SEG
25 AFT SEG
24 AFT SEG
23 AFT SEG
22 AFT SEG
21 AFT SEG
20 AFT SEG
19 AFT SEG
18 AFT SEG
00 AFT SEG
00 AFT SEG
00 AFT SEG
O0 AFT SEG
O0 AFT SEG
A
NOZZLE/CASE JNT AFT DOME 240-0
NOZZLE/CASE JNT AFT DOME 120-240
NOZZLE/CASE JNT AFT DOME 0-120
AFT FIELD JNT CLEVIS 240-0
AFT FIELD JNT CLEVIS 120-240
AFT FIELD JNT CLEVIS 0-120
AFT FIELD JIqT CLEVIS 360
AFT FIELD JNT TANG 240-0
ArT FIELD JNT TANG 120-240
AFT FIELD JNT TANG 0-120
AFT FIELD JNT TANG 360
STIFF/STIFF FACT JNT N/A 270
STIFF/STIFF FACT JNT N/A 270
STIFF/STIFF FACT JNT N/A 270
N/A AFT DOME 0-120
N/A AFT DOME 120-240
NOZZLE BOSS, AFT DOME, AND CYLINDER
REGION
NOZZLE BOSS, AFT DOME AND CYLINDER
REGION
NOZZLE BOSS, AFT DOME AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INGIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
INTERNAL INSULATION, NBR INHIBITOR,
AND CYLINDER REGION
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
WEATHERSEAL UNBOND
WEATHERSEAL UNBOND
AFT SEGMENT WEATHERSEAL UNBOND
AFT DOME
AFT DOME
RSRM-7A INSULATION POSTFIRE PHOTOGRAPH LIST
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96-07
96-08
COD5 SEGI_.NT
00 AFT SEG
00 AFT $gG
PHOTOGRAPHS SORTED BY:
SEGMENT, PHOTO CODE, JOINT, SEGMENT END, NEGATIVE #
FOR RSRM-7A
NIA
N/A
JOINT
SEGMENT DEG
END LOC
AFT DOME 120-240
AFT DOME 240-0
AFT DOME
AFT DOME
25--Jui-1990
Page 2
T CTR SEG
94-04
82-12
194-03
,82-11
L94-01
)82-09
17 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
17 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
16 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
16 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
15 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
15 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
14 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
14 AFT CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
CLEVIS 240-0
CLEVIS 240-0
CLEVIS 120-240
CLEVIS 120-240
CLEVIS 0-120
CLEVIS 0-120
CLEVIS 360
CLEVIS 360
CLEVIS NBR INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS NBR INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS NHR INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS NBR INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS NER INHIBITOR AND CYLINDER
REGION
INTERNAL INSULATION, NER INHIBITOR,
AND CYLINDER REGION
INTERNAL INSULATION, NBR INHIBITOR,
AND CYLINDER REGION
_D CTR SEG
194-08
)82-08
|94-07
)82-07
|94-06
)82-06
194-05
_89-10
489-09
489-08
489-07
13 FWD CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
13 FWD CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
12 FWD CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
12 FWD CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
11 FWD CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
11 FWD CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
10 FWD CTR SEG CTR FIELD JNT
09 FWD CTR SEG FWD FIELD JNT
08 FWD CTR SEG FWD FIELD JNT
07 FWD CTR SEG FWD FIELD JNT
06 FWD CTR SEG FWD FIELD JNT
TANG 240-0
TANG 240-0
TANG 120-240
TANG 120-240
TANG 0-120
TANG 0-120
TANG 360
CLEVIS 240-0
CLEVIS 120-240
CLEVIS 0-120
CLEVIS 360
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
INTERNAL INSULATION, N-BR INHIBITOR,
AND CYLINDER REGION
WD SEG
489-06
489-05
489-03
489-02
489-01
05 FWD SEG
04 FWD SEG
03 FWD SEG
02 FWDSEG
01 FWD SEG
FWD FIELD JNT
FWD FIELD JNT
FWD FIELD JNT
FWD FIELD JNT
FWD FIELD JNT
TANG 240-0
TANG 120-240
TANG 0-120
TANG 360
FWD DOME 360
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
INTERNAL INSULATION ANDTANG
FO_ DOME AND CYLINDER REGION
A
Table A-34 (CQnt)
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III
•3 PHOTO
_BER CODE
g2-01 00
82-02 00
83-07 00
08-01 00
08-02 00
08-03 00.
_08-04 00
,08-05 00
96-04 00
_rITER
i83-03 00
183-04 00
i83-05 00
;83-06 00
i84-03 00
_86-07 00
187-03 00
187-04 00
k'END OF REPORT***
SEGMENT
FWDSEG
FWD SEG
FWD SEG
FWDSEG
PWDSEG
FWD SEG
FWDSEG
FWDSEG
FWD SEG
PHOTOGRAPHS SORTED BY:
SEGMENT, PHOTO CODE, 3OI_IT, SEGMENT END, NEGATIVE #
FOR RSRM-7A
t
SEGMENT DEG
JOINT END LOC
IGNITER/CASE JNT FWD DOME 360
IGNITER/CASE JNT FWD DOME 360
IGNITER/CASE JNT FWD DOME 360
N/A FWD DOME 0-90
N/A FWDDOME 90-180
N/A FWD DOME 180-270
N/A FWD DOME 270-0
N/A FWDDOME 360
N/A N/A 360
IGNITER N/A N/A 0
IGNITER N/A N/A 180
IGNITER "N/A N/A 332
IGNITER N/A N/A 332
IGNITER N/A NIA
IGNITER N/A N/A 360
IGNITER N/A N/A 360
IGNITER N/A N/A 360
25-Jui-1990
Page 3
CO_-NT
FORWARD DOME PRIOR TO IGNITER
REMOVAL
FORt_JRD DOME PRIOR TO IGNITER
REMOVAL
FORWARD DOME AFTER IGNITER _AL
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FORWARD
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FOR_9_%D
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FOR_gJID
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FOR_9_RD
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FOR_M_
DOME
IGNITER BOOT INSULATION
IGNITER
IGNITER
PUTTY BLOWHOLE
BLOWNOLE
IGNITER NOZZLE INSERT
PUTTY ON ADAPTER SURFACE
INTERMITTENT
IGNITER ADAPTER PLATE
IGNITER CHAMBER
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Table B-1
IL_M-TB Aft DomeFactory Joint %%s_ gvaluatien
Motor No.: RS_M-7B
_s_a_nt_trmr(s):
Date_ 26November 1989
S. Kid,am, T. Morl_n
FaetorX Joint l/estherseal _ti_:
A. _t Affected Material (_g)?
B. Insulation Dm_e/gd_ing Material Not
Due to Reentry/Debris/Water Impact _)?
C. Insulation _ Material Due to
Pamtry/Debds/Water Zamet (TPa_)?
D. Insulation to Case _ (_I_D)?
g. Evldence of _/ater Leakage From Factory
Joint _)?
X yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
X
X
X
X
rlo
no
no
no
rlo
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Commmts:
1. Normal heat effects in 2'70° region.
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TableB-2
P_g_4-TBAft Segmmt Stiffenerto StiffenerFactory Joint WeatlmrseslEvaluation
Motor No.: It_4-TB Dste: 261_er 1989
S. _eir_, T. _rgsn
Factory Joint Vmthersml Obmratiom:
A. (_UI_t Affected Faterial (B_LW)?
B. Insulatim _ Material Not
Due to P,e_try_ter Impact (TPSVD)?
C. Insulation Damge/P6ssing Material Due to
R_ntry/DebrisA_ter Impact _)?
D, Insulatim to Case thbo_ (_)?
P., Evider_ of Water Linkage From Factory
Joint 6 ATm)?
X yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
X
X
X
X
no
no
no
no
no
Notes/O]_mts:
i. _Nomal heat effects in 270° region.
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Table B-3
I_M-TB Aft Segmnt Er Attach to Stiffener FactOry Joint __ Dcaluatim
Motor No. : R._M-TB
I Date: 26November 1989
S. IIickm,T. Morglm
Pactory Joint l_m_ _tt_:
A. Cbarred/l_t A£fected gete_rtal (RrAFF)?
B. Insulation Dmage/Mtsstng g_tertal Rot
Dee to Paentry/Debris/%hter Impact (TIS_D)?
C. Insulation Dmsge/Missing geterial Due to
Reentry/Debris/Water Impact _)?
D. Insulation to Case gnbonds (OE_D)?
g. Evldmce of _rater _ From Factory
Joint OaTm)?
X yes no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
C_mmmt
Numbers
_otes/Commmts:
I. Normsl light heat effects in 270e region.
Table B-4
P,_4-7B Aft Center Segr_t Factory Joint Weathersml hN_aluation
Motor No.: R_TB ] Date: 26 _ 1989
I
AssesmJmt I_glneer(s): S. Kickm, T. Morgan
Factory Joint Weatherse_ Ohser_ti_:
A. _t Affected Material OIrAR_)?
B. Insulation _ing Material Not
Due to Remtry/Debris/Water Impact (TPSgD)?
C. Insulation _ssing Material Due to
P,e_try/Debris/3/ater Z_aet (TPS_)?
D. Insulation to Case _ (_)?
E. Drldence of Water Leekage From Factory
Joint (VAIIR) ?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Cammmts:
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Table B-5
RS_-7B Forward CenterSepmt FactoryJoint NeathersealEvaluation
Motor No.: P,S_FB
AssesmmtZ.glmer(s):
i Date: 26Nov ether 1989
S. Hicken, T. Morgan
Factory Joint Weatheseal Obser_tions:
A. O_rei/Heat Affected Material (_)?
B. Insulation _ing Material Not
to t_mtry_ter Impact (TPS_)?
C. Insulation __i_ Material Due to
Reentry/DebrisA_ter Impact _)?
D. Insulation to Case _ (I]_qD)?
E. Evidence of gates Lesksge From Factory
Joint(VATm)?
yes X no
yes X rlo
X yes no
yes X no
yes X
Comment
Numbers
Note_Commnts:
i. Missing material at 270° on aft edge. Meamm_ approx.2 in. circ. by 1 in. l_g.
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TableB-6
l_TB Fo_-d Seg_mt Cylinder to Cy_ Factory Joint gea_ Evaluation
l_btor No.: R_M-TB
As_smmt_gin_r(s):
Date_ 261_ber 1989
S. titekm, T. Horg_
Factor 7 Joint Wea_ Observations:
A. ctm_d/_t Affected Matertal _)?
B. Insulation [_.mge/Rtssing gaterial Not
Due to Reentry_s/l,_ater Impact _)?
C. Insulation Dmmge/Rtssing Material Due to
Reontry/DebrisA/ater YJ_act (TP_M)?
D. Insulation to Case Uhbonds ([IEII_)?
E. Evldex_ of Water _ From Factory
Joint G/ATER)?
yes
yes
yes
X yes
YeS
X
X
X
X
no
no
no
no
no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Commmts:
I. ?hree edge separations:
One at 160" on forvardedge 1 in. to 1.5 in. deep, 14 in. circ.,open 0.I in., paint missing
forvardof weatherseel. Missing paint measures2.4 in. long by 5 in. circ. and 3.25 in. long by
7 in. circ.
One at 210" on aft edge 0.6 in. long by 1 in. circ. Mhesive failureat Chmtlok 205 to case.
One unbond at 135° ii in. circ. on forwardedge 0.I in. deep.
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Table B-7
R_M-7B For_trd Dome Factory Joint Neatlmrseal Evaluation
Motor No.: _7B I Date: 26 _ 1989
AssessmmtEngineer(s): S. Ricken, T. _rgsn
FactoryJoint Veat.tmrse__tlons:
k. (Imrrel/BeatAffected _terlaZ (BE4FF)?
B. Insulation Dmmge/Rtssing Material Not
Due to Reentry/Debris/Water Impact _)?
C. Insu_tion Dmmge/Rtssing geterial Due to
Remtry/D_risA/ater I,_met _)?
D. _sulation to Case Unbonds (EI_qD)?
E. Evidence of gate: _ From Factory
Joint (NAT.) ?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Notes/Comments-"
Table B-8
It_4-TB Aft Stiffener Ring TPS Evaluatinn
Motor No. : _78 Date: 26 _ 1989
hssesmmt Engineer(s): S. flicks, T. Morgan
Stiffener Ring/Stiffener Stub Inst_ticn Observatiats:
A. _t Affected Material (HrAFF)?
B. Insulation Dmmge/Rtssirg Material Not
Due to Remtry/Debris/Vater Impact (TPSVD)?
C. Insulation _ing Paterial Due to
Remtry/I_bris/Nater Impact (TlX_14)?
D. Ya_tlation to Stiffener Ring/Stiffener
Stub Unborzts(gm_D)?
X yes rlo
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
_mbers
Notes/Conmmts:
1. Normal heat effects in 270* region. Blisters (heat effect) on outboard f_u'e at 270".
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Table ]3-9
_TB Omter Stiffener Ring _ Evaluation
Motor No. : Ik_4-TB
_s,smmt _meer(s):
Date: 26November 1989
S. Kickel, T. Morgan
Stiffe_erl_Stifferar Stub Ins_timOhser_tims:
A. (lmm_l/t_t Affected Material (gDIF)?
B. Insulation _ing Material Not
Due to l_ntry__tm: Iqmet (TPS_)?
C. Insulation Da_._iissing Vsterial Due to
l_mtry/Dehris/Water I_met (T1_lq)?
D. Insulation to StiffenerRing/Stlffem.r
Stub_ (nmm)?
X yes no
yes X no
yes X
yes X
no
no
Comment
Numbers
Notes/Commmts:
i. Normal heat effects in 270 ° region.
Table B-IO
RS_M-TBFoncard StiffenerRing TF3 Evaluation
Motor No.: RS_-7B Date" 26 _ 1989
Assesmmt mglneer(s): S. hlckm, T. g_rgan
Stiffener Ring/Stiffener Stub InmKation Observations:
A. _t Affected Material (H_IF)?
B. Insulation Dam_JMissing Material Not
Due to Reentry/Debris_ater Iqmct (TI'S_)?
C. Insulation O_./Mtssing gsterial Due to
Remt.zy/D_ris_ater Imlmet (TPS_)?
D. Insulation to StiffenerRing/Stiffener
Stub_ (n_D)?
X yes no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
Numbers
_bt_/Ca_ts:
1. _bmal heat effects in 270 ° region.
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TableB-II
R_M-TB For_rd StiffenerStub _ Evaluattm
Motor No.: I_H-TB [2ate: 26 _ 1989
,_sesmmt agtmer(s): S. Itickm, T. Horgsn
Stlffe_erRin_Stlffe_er Stub Insulation0hservatlons:
A. (_arreld_at Affected Material (HTAFF)?
S. Insulation _ing gateriaI Not
Due to l_entry_s/_ater Impact _)?
C. Instdation Damgge/Missing Material Due to
Rematty/DebrisAlater Impact (TFa]M)?
D. Insulation to StiffenerRing/Stlffmaer
Stub_ (m_D)?
Comment
Numbers
X yes no 1
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
_lotes/CommElts:
1. Norml heat effects in 270" rgOon.
aro_ the circu_f_.
repair of outboard edge was broken off intemittmtly
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Table B-12
K__M-TB Nozzle to Case Joint Insulation Evaluation
Motor No.: RS_4-TB
I Date: 2 _ 1989
J. _, S. Hicke_
Nozzle to Case Joint Ohw.rvatiors:
A. Gas Penetration in Polysulftde (TES,PGPTH)? yes
B. Foreign Material in Polysulfide (FMI2)?
C. Voids in Polysulfide (VOID)? yes
D. P_lysulfi& Porosity (PSPU_)? X
E. PolysulfideExtrusionPast Wi_.r O-rlr_ (PSEX)? yes
F. PolysulfldeFailure Mode? 10 _ Adhesive to
I ,%A_msive to
Nozzle to Case Joint Insulation Part Observations:
G. Aft Dum Edge Unbonds (DIKN))? yes X
H. Baffle Tom ([BAFL)? yes X
Comment
Numbers
X rlo
X no
X no
no 1
X no 2
89 _ C_esive (a_)
no
no 3
R_ord Aft Do_ _d _ to Case Joint Inst_tion _ts:
Max
Min
Degree Depth Depth Depth
lax_atton (1)* (2)** (3)***
0° 6.75 in. 5.95 in. 5.60 in.
90" 7.00 in. 6.10 in. 5.60 in.
180" 7.00 in. 6.10 in. 5.70 in.
270° 7.00 in. 6.05 in. 5.70 in.
* Depth (1) is to be masured from the aft face of the aft dome to the edge of the reminirg mterisl
** Depth (2) is to be nmasured from the aft face of the aft dora to the inbom-d edge of the heat
affected polysulftde
*** Depth (3) is to be mm_ed fr_ the aft face of the aft ckxre to the outboard edge of the heat
affected polysulflde
Notes/Com._nts:
1. Slight porosity showing in the polysulfidein the step res-ion.
2. Polysulfideshowingpast wiper, only at veat slot locations;normal condition due to large
smoont of polysulfidein joint.
, Baffle was not tom (prefire DR condition as a result of nozzle re_al repaired). Baffle was
pulled up at the CF/EPIR to I_R _ full circ. It was pulled aft all the way hack to the
polysulfide as indicated by black marks on the mgmsive. 7his is a result of disassembly where
excess charred polysulfideon the _ housing caught on the baffle at dlsasse_bly.
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Table B-_
1_;_4-7B _ to Case Joint Vent Slot FiLl
Motor No.: I_7B Date: 2 _ 1969
Assessmmt l_ineer(s): J. Passmm, S. Hie.ken
Degree % Slot Degree
Location _111 Location
0.0 ° 100 122.40
7.2 ° 100 129.60
14.4 ° 100 136.8 °
21.6 ° 100 144.00
28.8 ° 100 151.2 °
36.0 ° 100 158.4 °
43.2° 100 165.6°
50.4 ° 100 172.8 °
57.6 ° 100 180.0 °
64.8 ° 100 187.2 °
72.0 ° 100 194.4 °
79.20 100 202.6 °
86.4 ° 100 208.8 °
93.60 80 216.0 °
100.8 ° 60 223.2 °
108.0 ° 60 230.4 °
115.2° 100 237.60
Average - 84Z
Z Slot
Fill
80
100
80
95
50
100
100
100
IO0
100
100
100
50
6O
100
30
IO0
0 of 50 slots had C¢ fill
29 slots had 100%'fill
location
244.8 °
2.52.0°
2.59.2°
266.4 °
273.60
280.8 °
288.0 °
295.2 °
302.4 °
309.6 °
316.8 °
324.0 °
331.2°
338.4 °
345.6 °
3.52.8°
% Slot
P111
9O
6O
100
3O
70
6O
100
6O
50
100
6O
50
100
6O
100
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Table B-14
l_@,-7B Aft Field Joint Insulation Evaluation
Motor No.: P,._4-TB
Date: 1 Deomber 1989
S. Bi_, J. _, D. Bartelt
Field Joint _tion Joint Observation:
A. Gas Penetration (TBB, t_IB)?
B. Foreign Material (HKrJ)?
c. Areas of J-leg Non-_mtaet (atncr)?
D. get Soot (s0or)?
Field Joint Inm_lation Part Observations:
Z. ClevlsEdge_ > 0.10 in.Deep(morn)?
F. (RevlsInsulationCrack/Carzlng((_ZE)?
X
X
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes no
yes X no
yes no
2_3
4
Record Tar_ End Field Joint Insulatim _ts:
(Bondline f
C°nlac1"') (Char
_in
Degree Char Bondline
Location Dep_* Contact-**
0° 2.85 in. 0.80 in.
90° 2.90 in. 0.95 in.
1800 2.90 in. 0.9.5 in.
270° 2.88 in. 1.1.5 in.
* Char depth is to be ammmai from the trmr diameter of the tang leg to the outhard edge of the
char la_.
** Bondline contact is to be masured frm the outboard edge of the char ]ayer to the outboard _teat
of omtact.
bbtes/Commnts:
1. Tape acE_sive residue intermittent full ¢ircumf_ on clevis insulation.
2. _ater line grudge am'ks 2860,--2%° and 246o-.254° due to disassembly.
3. 0.20 - 0.70 in. intczmittent full circu_e. Maxim_ coc_tition 182 ° - 1760 0.90.
4. 0°, 10°-14 °, 35°-_2 ", 52°, 82°-100 °, 165 °, 224 °, 3/+20-338 ° cracks in radius region of clevis
insulation.
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Table 5-15
I___M-TBCenterField Joint InsulationEvaluation
Motor No.: I%_M-TB
_ssmnt Z.glmer(s):
Date: 1 Decenber 1989
S. Kfcken,J. Passman,D. Bartelt
Field Joint InsulationJoint Ob_tions:
A. Gas Penetration (Tl_q, P(_I_)?
S. Foreign Material (_J)?
C. Areas of J-leg _tact (BILI_)?
D. 'det Soot (SOCrr)?
Field Joint Insulation Part Observations:
Z. Clevis _ Unbonds > 0.10 in. Deep (mOND)?
F. ClevisInsulationCrack/Cazzing((PAZE)?
yes
yes
yes
X yes
yes
X yes
X no
X no
X no
no
X no
no
Comment
Numbers
1
2
3
Record Tang End Field Joint Inmtlation _ts:
/ //7 , olo.t
(Char
_onl_cl" Depth" )
)
m
Degree (Imr Bondline
Location Dep_* Contact**
0° 3.10 in. 1.25 in.
90° 3.10 in. 1.15 in.
180° 3.15 in. 1.0 in.
2700 3.10 in. 1.15 in.
Max
Min
* (1mr depth is to be _ from the inner diameter of the tang leg to the outbard edge of the
char layer.
** tkmflline contact is to be measured from the outboard edge of the char layer to the outboard extent
of contact.
Notes/Comn_ts:
1. Clevis edg_ separatim repair adhesive noted on insulatics surface 2.1 in. fr_ tip of clevis at
260 °, 265 °, 292 °, 295 °, 296 ° , and 298 °.
2. Maximum _tion 1.35 in. at 166°-182 °, 0.30 in. - 0.70 in. full circumference.
3. Intermittent from 30°-180°-230 °.
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Table B-16
It_q_TB Forvad Field Joint Insulation Evaluation
Motor No.: R_RM-7B
Assesmmnt Engineer(s):
Date: 1 Deceber 1989
S. Rtcken, J. Passmn, D. Bartelt
Field Joint InsulationJoint Observations:
A: Gas Penetration (_, P(_)?
B. Foreign D_terial (FNIJ)?
C. Areas of J-leg _tact (BI/14T)?
O. Wet Soot (SOOr)?
Field Joint InsulationPart Observations:
E. ClevisEdge Unbonds> 0.10 in. Deep (E_D)?
F. Clevis InsulationCrack/Carzing((IRAZE)?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
X yes no
yes X no
X yes no
Comment
Numbers
Record Tang End Field Joint IRsulation Yeasutemmts:
(Char
Can!_.f_"]
• Depth')
Degree Char B_tline
Location Dep_* Contact**
0 ° 3.20 in. 1.05 in.
90" 3.19 in. 1.05 in.
1B0° 3.20 in. 1.10 in.
270 ° 3.15 in. 1.25 in.
Max
Min
* Oar depth is to be measured from the inner diameter of the tang leg to the outbatd edge o5 the
char layer.
** Bomiline contact is to be measured from the outtx_d edge of the char layer to the outboard e_tent
of contact.
Notes/Comments:
1. Masking tape residue on clevis leg instLlation.
2. 0.30 in. - 0.50 in. deep full circumEerence. (Max. 0.B0 at 134 °)
3. Crack exists intermittently around circumference form 300°-0°-220 °.
ftmctionof the joint (prefireP.R. condition).
Not open and did not affect
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Table B-17
tL__4-7B Igniter Boss Insulation B%_aluation
Motor No. : P,StM-TB
_ssmmtl/Ingineer(s):
J Date: 30_ 1989
S. Hlcken, J. Pasm_
I_iter Chamber_ter Boss InsulationObservations:
A. Abnormal InsulationErosion (INS_)? yes X no
B. Tears, Gouges, or Cuts ('I_,ARS)? yes X no
C. Ply Separations or I_lagdnatio_ (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. Blistering (BIZI_)? yes X no
R. Insulation Flashirg (FIAt)? X yes no
F. Edge thbonds (rz_m)? yes "-T v- no
Comment
_kmbers
_tes/C_mments:
1. Intexmittentloose f]ashingbetwt=en200°-270°-20°. Maximumlength of 0.075 in.
Table B--1B
I_TB Igniter Chamber Insulation hN_aluation
Motor No. : 1LSRM-TB Date: 30 Noventm.r 1989
Assessment I/_6neer(s): S. Hicken, J. P_assman
Igniter Chamber/T_ter Boss InsulationObservations:
A. Al_orm_ T_xflation Erosion (INS_)?
B. Tears, Gouge, or Cuts (TEARS)?
C. Ply Separations or [hlamimtions (PLYSP)?
D. Blistering (BLSPr)?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
otes/Comments:
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TableB-19
tk_M-7B Igniter Mapter to ForvarflDome Putty Evaluation
Motor No. : P,,_g_TB
_sessmnt m_imer(s):
Date: 30 Novenber 1989
S. liidom, J. Fassman
Isniter Putty Condition
i. Color?
2. Tack?
Variable X Constant
Good X Nominal Poor
Igflter Putty Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in Putty (TBB, PC_IB)?
B. Foreign Material in Putty (FMIJ)?
C. Voids in Putty (VOID)? ,
D. Putty FailureMode 0
yes X
yes X
yes X
% Adheswe (AFJ-FM) I00
Record the following if any of the above eonditims exist:
Degree Degree
Condition Start Stop
(Observation Lo_tion Location Circumferential
Code) (deg.) (deg.) Width (in.)
Comment
Ntmbers
no
no
rlo
g Cohesive(cI_)
Axial
Length (in.)
Radial
Depth (in.)
_otes/Commts:
1. Putty was preset up to and intemittently on the adapter.
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Table B--20
tt,q_TB Igniter Adapter to Igniter _ Putty Evaluation
Motor No. : k.q_TB
.k_e_mmt _gimer(s):
I Date: 30 November 1989
S. Hieken,J. Pasman
Igdter Putty Ccndition
1. Color?
2. Tack?
Variable X Constant
Good X Nominal Poor
I_niter Putty Observations:
k. Gas Penetration in Putty (_, Ia_PI_)?
B. Foreign gaterial in Putty (FMIJ)?
C. Voids in Putty (VOID)? ,
D. Putty Failure bkxie 0
X yes
yes
yes
z ,klhesve(_J_)
Re_ the following if any of the above c_iti_ exist:
Degree Degree
Condition Start Stop
(Observation Location Location
Code) (deg.) (deg.)
PcPrfl
Circumferential
Width (in.)
0.525ataft
0.50 at f_ec_
no 1
X no
X no
I00 % Cohesive ((I_ADH)
Axial
Umgth (in.)
Radial
Depth (in.)
Notes/Comments:
i. Blowhole at 340°: Soot in putty from 315° to 150°.
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Table B-21
I_TB Aft Segment Internal Insulation Bv_uati_
Motor No.: tk__d_-TB Date: 1 December 1969
Assessment I_gineer(s): J. Passmm, S. Hicken
Se_ent Internal Insulation Observations: Comment
Numbers
A. Abnormal Insulation Erosion (INSER)? yes X no
B. Tears,_, or Cuts (_ARS)? X yes no 1
C. Ply Separations or Delaminations (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. Blistering (BLSPr)? yes X no 2
g. Abnomal Liner Pattern (ABh'qR)? yes X no 3
F. _ Under CF/EP_ Exposed (INSER)? X yes no 4
_otes/Com_ts:
I. Scratches and scuff marks from splashdo_mdebris impact 00-450 from dome factory joint to _R
inhibitor. Small cut with peeled up insulation in the CF/EB3Min the aft dome at 215% located
15 in. forwardof nozzle boss measuring 3.1 in. circ. x 2.7 in. lonE. Trlan_ in shape with
peeledup insulation~ 0.05 in. thick. Scrapeswere present indicatingdebris impactcaused
this.
2. No blisters were present in aft dome CF/EPI]4.
3. No liner presentmhich is normal.
4. l_R _der CF/EPEMwas exposed in 4-5 places _t circumference just aft of the remminir_
CF/EH3H to l_ interface; approx. 15-20 in. from boss. This is normal co_ition.
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Table B-22
_7B Aft Segment _R Inhibitor Peight Evaluation
Motor No.: K_M-TB Date: 1 Decenber 1989
AssessmentE_(s): S. Hicksl, J. Passing,D. Bartelt
Inhibitor(Yoservati_s(Other_mn Tears):
A. De]a,lrmtionsor Separations(PLYSP)?
B. Severeor Abnormal Erosion (INS_)?
Record i_R Inhibitor Yeammmemts:
Degree Location
0°
30°
60°
90°
120°
150°
Radial Distance
8.5 in.
7.0 in.
7.5 in.
5.5 in.
3.5 in.
4.0 in.
yes
yes
Degree location
180 °
210 °
2a:)°
2700
300 °
330 °
X
X
no
no
Comment
Numbers
Radial Distance
6.0 in.
5.0 in.
5.5 in.
4.5 in.
7.5 in.
9.0 in.
Max. inhibitor height =
Kin. inhioitor height =
_t_/Commen_:
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TableB-23
P_TB Aft SegmentN_ Inhibitor Tear _aluatic_
Motor No. : _TB Date: 1 Deceml_ 1989
Asses._t Engineer(s): S. I_ick_, J. Passn,m, D. Bartelt
N_ Inhibitor Description
A. Padial Tears > 3 in. U_g (_aS)?
B. Circumferential tears?
C. Tears exhibiting charring or erosion?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Ccmmmlt
Pacord _ InhibitorTear _ts (if applicable,for radial tears> 3 in. lon_ or circ. tears):
D_ree Locattm l_as. "A"* l_as. '_"* Comments (Charring, etc.)
* Mmmlrsmmts "A" and "B" are to measured
as shown and sketd_ below. 90"
Clevis I.D.
270"
180 °
NoteslCommnts:
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TableB-24
I_?B Aft Center Segn_t Internal Insulation Braluation
Motor No. : lK_4-TB
Date" 1 Dec_r 1989
k_sesmmt l_dneer(s): J.
Segr_t Internal Insulation _ti_s:
A. Almonml Insulation Erosion (INS_)? yes X no
B. Tears, _, or Cuts (TEARS)? X yes no
C. Ply Separations or _ti_s (Hi_)? yes X no
D. Blistering (BLSYf)? yes X no
E. Ahnomal Liner Pattern (ABIBR)? yes X no
1
2
lotes/Cx_ments:
1. Scratches and _f _ f_m _pla_d_n debris impact 00-30 ° full l_gth of _t.
2. Liner present normally 2-3 ft. for_m_ of factory joint to _R inhibitor.
Table B-25
P,,_-TB Aft Center Segmmt N_ Inhibitor Height _aluation
Motor No. : lk_t_-TB Date: 1 Dee_b_ 1989
Assessment l_irL_.r(s): S. Kick_, J. Pa,_mn, D. Bartelt
l_RlnhibitorOhservations (Other ThanTears):
A. Delamirmtions or Separations (PLYSP)?
B. Severe or Abnormal Erosion (INS_)?
Record NER Inhibitor_ts:
Dasr_ Location Distance
yes X no
yes X no
Degree Location
0° 14.0 in. 180°
30° 14._ in. 210°
60° 15.0 in. 2Z_O°
90° 12.5 in. 270°
120° 11.0 in. 303°
150 ° 12.5 in. 330 °
Radial Distance
12.5 in.
14.0 in.
13.5 in.
13.0 in.
15.0 in.
13.0 in.
Max. inhibitor height --
Min. inhibitor height =
Not es / Comr_n t s :
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Table13-26
P_7B Aft C_nterSegmentI_ Ir_bitor TearEvaluation
Motor No. • _7B
Asses= ntI   dneer(s):
I Date: 1 DecEmber 1989
S. Hicken, J. I_, D. Bartelt
I_R Inhibitor Description
A. Radial Tears > 3 in. long (_)?
B. Ctrct_er_tial tears?
C. Tears exhibiting charring or erosion?
X yes no
yes X no
yes X no
Comment
l_mbem
See Belov
Record l_RInhibitor Tear_ts (if applicable,for radial tears > 3 in. lon_or circ. tears):
[_ 5ocation Mess. "A"* Mess. '_"* Comments (Charring,etc.)
9 10.0in. 4.5 in.
18 . 10.5 im 4.0 in.
* _mLmmements "A" and '_3"are to
as sh_ and sketchedbelow. 90-
Clevis I.D,
270"
180 °
btes/Co.ments:
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TableB--27
R.C_C-7BAft Center Se_mmt Stressl_.liefFlap Evaluatim
Motor No. : _7B
Er (s):
I Date: 1 I_ 1989
S. Ricken,J. Passman,D. Bartelt
Stress Pelief Flap Reglm Observations:
A. Abnormal CF/EPOM or I_ Erosion (INS_)? yes
B. Tears Gouges, or Cuts (TEARS)? yes
C. Ply Separations, Dalaminations, or Voids (PLYSP)? yes
D. Abnorm_ MissingMaterial (MISS)? yes
E. Castable Inhibitor Present? yes
X rio
X no
X no
X no
X 11o
Record StressPeliefFlap
Max. Missing (If Appl.)
Min. Missing (If _l.)
Meammsmmts:
%
Degree Location Axial Distance
0° 16.0 in.
90° 16.0 in.
180° 16.0 in.
2700 16.0 in.
Record Stress Relief Flap Tear Maammen_ts (If Applicable):
D%,ree Location Meamlrsmmt "A"** Measurement "B"***
See Comment 1 below
Commits (Cl_z_in_, etc.)
* Amialdistance is to be_ from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
** Meastmemmt "A" is to be taken from the tip of the tang to the aft edg_of the flap.
*** 8mstmeamnt '_" is robe taken from the aft edge of the flap to the forwa_edgeof the tear.
_t_/Cxmnants
I. F]ap_erod_ _ to flaphulbfulldrcumfere_.
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TableB-2B
K_RM-TBForwardC_ter Segment Internal Insulation Bv_uation
Motor No.: K__M-TB Date: 1 _ 1989
A__esmmt l_ggeer(s): J. Pas.men
se_t Internal InsulationObservations:
A. Abnormal Inmfl_tion Erosion (IlqS_)? yes X no
B. Tears, _, or Oats (TEARS)? X yes no
C. Ply Separatims or Daladmtims (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. Blistering(BIZI_)? yes X no
E. Abnorml Liner Pattern (ABI/_)? yes X no
Co.ment
Numbers
]otes/Comments:
1. Scratches and scuff marks from splashdown debris impact 3500-3550-0 ° full length of segment.
2. Liner present normally slightly for,_ard of factory joint to N_ inhibitor.
Table B-29
P,SK_TB Forward Center Segment NB_ Inhibitor Height Evaluation
Motor No. : 1_l-7B Date: 1 December 1989
Assess_nt l_rineer(s): S. Hieken, J. Passman, D. Bortelt
N_ Inhibitor Observations (Other Than Tears):
A. De]ardrmtions or Sepamtior,s (PLYSP)?
B. Severe or abnomal Erosion (_)?
Record t_R Inhibitor Meammsmmts:
yes X no
yes X no
De_ree Location Radial Distance De6ree Location
0° . 26.5 in. 180°
30° 25.0 in. 210°
60° 27.5 in. 240 °
90° 25.5 in. 270 °
120° 24.0 in. 300°
150 ° 26.0 in. 330 °
Comment
Numbe_
Radial Distance
26.0 in.
27.0 in.
24.5 ii'_.
24.0 in.
24.5 in.
24.5 in.
Max. inhibitor height =
Him inhibitor height =
Notes/_em_ts:
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TableB-30
IL__RM-7BForwardCenterSegment_ Inhibitor TearBraluati_
Motor No. : _TB
assessmnt Ergineer(s):
I Date: 1 December 1989
S. Hie.ken,J. Passman, D. Bartelt
I_R Irahibitor Description.
A' _dial Tears> 3 in. Long(_ARS)?
B. Circumferentialtears?
C. Tears exhibiting charring or erosion?
X no
X no
yes X no
C_t
See E__.low
Record NER Inhibitor Tear _ts (if applicable, for radial tears > 3 in. long or circ. tears):
Degree Location Meas. "A"* IOtas, "B"*
31 17.0 in. 8.5 in.
105 17.0 in. 8.0 in.
136 15.O in. 9.0 in.
190 14.5 in. 11.5 in.
2_ 18.0 in. 6.5 in.
291 14.5 in. 9.5 in.
334 13.5 in. 11.5 in.
354 17.5 in. 7.5 in.
Coam_ts (_, etc.)
* _ts "A" and '_B"are to measured
as sho_ and sketched below. 9o.
Clevis f.D.
I
270 °
80 °
Notes/Comments:
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Table B-31
It_4-TB ForwardCenter S_mmt Stressl_llef Flap Evaluation
Motor No. : RSRM-7B Date: 1 December 1989
Asses_mnt _gineer(s): S. Hidum, J. Passman, D. Bartelt
Stress l_lief Flap I_gio. Observations:
A. Abmmal (_/gH_ or I_ Erosion (IRg_)?
B. Tears Gouges, or Cuts (TEARS)?
C. Ply Se_u-ations, D_a,flmtions, or Voids (PLYSP)?
D. Abno_ msslng Material (XISS)?
g. Castable Inhibitor Present?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
Com,8_t
Numbers
1
Record Stress Pal/el Flap l_ssurmmts:
Degree Location
0 o
90 °
180 °
270 °
Max. Missing (If AR_I.)
Kin. Missing (IfAI_I.)
Axial Dis_
11.25 in.
10.0 in.
7.0 in.
6.5 in.
Record Stress Relief Flap Tear Mmsuremmts (If _llcable):
_ree Location Measurement "A"** _t '_B"*** camm_ (om'r_, etc.)
* Axial distance is to be measured from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
** geasur_m_t 'W' is to be taken from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
*** Msmt_mmt 'qP'is to be taken from the aft edge of the flap to the forwardedge of the tear.
_otes/Com_mts:
I. Small blisters (dosed) in carbon flb,-rintermittent full circtmferex_.
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TableB-32
Ik__H-TB Forward SeS_mt Internal Insulation _aluation
Motor No.: I_%M-TB Date: 1 Deeenbex 1989
_nt Engine(s): 2. _ssmm
Se_eat Intend Instthtton Obse.--vattats:
A. Almormal Insulation Erosim (II_)? yes X no
B. Tears, C_uges, or Cuts (_LRS)? yes X no
C. Ply _tiorts or Delmdmtions (PLYSP)? yes X no
D. Bltstertrg (BLSPT)? yes X no
g. Ab.orml LinerPattern (.,_J_)? yes X no
btes/Ccammts:
i. Elevm star pattern evident 6-12 in. aft of cylinder to ey11._ factory Joint.
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Table B-33
RS_-7B Forwm_ Segment Stress Relief Flap Evaluation
Motor No.: P,S_FB
assesmmt mZineer(s):
I Date: 1 Dece_ 1989
S. Hicken,J. Passmn, D. Bartelt
Stress Ib.].tef Flap _ion Observations:
A. Abnonrel CF/EP_ or b_ Erosion (IN,R)?
B. Tears _Jges, or Cuts _)?
C. Ply Separations, De]mdmtions, or Voids (PLYSP)?
D. _no_ Missing Material (MISS)?
E. Castable Inhibitor Present?
yes X no
yes X no
yes X no
w
yes X no
yes X no
Record Stress Relief Flap _ts:
Imcatlon Axial Distance
0° 3.5 in.
90" 3.5 in.
180" 3.5 in.
270° 4.0 in.
MOx.Missing(IfAppl.)
ran.tossing(IfAppz.)
Record Stress Relief Flap Tear Messuremmts (If Applicable):
I_ location Memuremmt "A"** _t "B"***
(fun nap
Commnts ((Imrri_, etc.)
* Axial distance is to be msmR_ from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the flap.
** Mmmmsmmt "A" is to be taken from the tip of the tang to the aft edge of the f/ap.
*** ttmsmmmnt '_" is to be taken frm the aft edge of the flap to the forward edge of the tear.
_otes/Commts:
1. 210°-214 ° area of erosion (10 in. mximm). 168 ° area of erosion (11 in. mximm).
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PHOTOGRAPHS SORTED BY:
S_, PHOTO CODE, JOINT, SEGMENT END, NEGATIVE #
FOR RSRM-7B
25-Ju1-1990
Page 1
PHOTO
"_ER CODE
HOUSING
_4-01 O0
t4-02 00
)4-03 00
14-04 00
)4-05 00
)9-01 O0
)9-03 .00
39-04 O0
)9-05 O0
10-01 00
10-02 00
10-03 O0
10-04 O0
10-05 . O0
10-06 O0
10-07 O0
10-08 O0
T SEG
,05-06 O0
;05-07 00
305-08 00
;06-01 00
;05--02 00
505-03 00
_05-04 00
_05-05 O0
eT CTR SEG
t91-09 17
391-08 16
491-07 15
491-05 14
SEGPD_T
teXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
HOUSING
IeXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
rXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FAD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
FXD HOUSING
AFT SEG
AFT SEG
AFT SEG
AFT SEG
AFT SEG
AFT SEG
AFT SEG
AFT SEG
AFT CTRSEG
AFT CTR SEG
AFT CTR SEG
AFT CTR SEG
A
SEGMENT DEG
JOINT END LOC
NOZZLE/CASE JNT CLEVIS 354,6
NGZZLE/CASE JNT CLEVIS 52.2
NOZZLE/CASE JNT CLEVIS 354.6
NOZZLE/CASE JNT CLEVIS 354.6
NOZZLE/CASE JNT CLEVIS 354.6
NIA NIA 0
N/A N/A 90
N/A N/A 180
N/A N/A 270
N/A N/A 0
N/A N/A 45
N/A N/A 90
N/A N/A 135
N/A N/A 180
N/A N/A 225
N/A N/A 270
N/A N/A 315
O-RING DAMAGE (POLYSULFIDE )
O-RING DAMAGE ( POLYSULFIDE )
O-RING DAMAGE ( POLYSULFIDE )
O-RING DAMAGE (POLYSULFIDE)
O-RING DAMAGE (POLYSULFIDE)
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OVERALL
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE OUTER BOOT RING - AFT TIP
NOZZLE/CASE JNT AFT DOME 0-120
NOZZLE/CASE JNT AFT DOME 120-240
NOZZLE/CASE JNT AFT DOME 240-0
NOZZLE/CASE JNT AFT DOME 183.8
N/A AFT DOME 0-120
N/A AFT DOME 120-240
N/A AFT DOME 240-0
N/A AFT DOME 215
NOZZLE BOSS, AFT DOME, AND CYLINDER
REGION-
NOZZLE BOSS, AFT DOME, AND CYLINDER
REGION
NOZZLE BOSS, AFT DOME, AND CYLINDER
REGION
NOZZLE TO CASE JOINT FIXED HOUSING -
LACK OF GREASE
AFT DOME INSULATION
AFT DOME INSULATION
AFT DOME INSULATION
AFT DOME DEBRIS CUT IN CF/EPD/4
CTR FIELD_I_T CLEVIS 240-0 CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
CTR FIELD JNT CLEVIS 120-240 CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
CTR FIELD JNT CLEVIS 0-120 CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
CTR FIELD JNT CLEVIS 360 INTERNAL INSULATION, NBR INHIBITOR,
AND CyLTNDER REGION
RSRM-7B Insulation Postfire Pho_ograph List
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;G
) _L'R SEG
)1-04
)1-0]
)1-02
)1-01
90-10
90-09
9O-08
90-07
_D $EG
690-06
L90-05
190-04
|90-03
|90-01
_,71-02
471-04
486-08
507-01
507-02
507-03
507-04
507-05
496-03
_486-01
;486-02
|486-03
1486-04
t486-05
1488-01
CODE
13
12
11
10
09
08
O7
O6
05
04
03
C2
01
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
A
$D3ZQ_4T
PHOTOGRAPHS SORTED BY:
SEGMENT, PHOTO CODE, JOINT, SEGMENT END, NEGATIVE #
FOR RSRM-TB
SEGNENT DEO
JOZNT END LOC
FWDC'I_ $EG
FI_DC'I'R SF,G
F_D CTRSEG
F'k'DC'I_ $EG
IqFDC'I_ SEG
lq_ C_ $EG
FWD CTR $EG
I'WD CT2 SEG
C'JL_ FZELDJNT TANG 240-0
FZEUD _ TANG 120-240
CI"R FIELD JNT TANG 0-120
CTB FIELD _ TANG 360
FWD FIELD JNT CLEVIS 240-0
IW_DFIELD JNT
FWDFZELDJNT
FWD FZELDJNT
CLEVIS 120-240
CLB'/Z$ 0-120
CLEVIS 360
FWD SEG
FWD SEG
rWDSEG
FWD SEG
FWD SEG
FWD SEG
FWD SEG
n_D S_G
FWD SEG
FWD FIELD JNT
FWD FIELD JNT
FWDFIELDJZqT
FWD FZELDJNT
FWD FZELDJNT
FWD CYL/CYL FACT JNT
rWD CI'L/CYL tACT JNT
IG_C.ASE JNT
N/A
SEG N/A
VWD s_; N/A
F_D S_G N/A
nqDS_ N/A
n_D $ZG N/A
TANG
TANG
TANG
TANG
DOME
N/A
N/A
H/A
_*D DOME
FWD DOME
FWD DOME
FWD DC_E
FWD DOME
N/A
240-0
120-240
0-120
360
360
165
210
360
0-90
90-180
180-270
270--0
360
360
IGNITER N/A
IGNITER N/A
IGNITER N/A
ZGNITER N/A
IGNITER H/A
IGNITER N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
lq/A
Table B-34
0
180
90
270
360
340
25-Ju1-1990
Page 2
COI_I]_T
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
CLEVIS, RBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
CLEVIS, NBR INHIBITOR, AND CYLINDER
REGION
INTERNAL INSULATION, NBR INHIBITOR,
AND CYLINDERREGION
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, C'_LINDER REGION, AND TANG
FLAP, CYLINDER REGION, AND TANG
INTERNAL INSULATION AND TANG
FORWARD DOME AND CYLXNDER REGION
WEATHERSEAL UNBOND
WEATHERSEAL UNBOND
FORI_ARD DOME AFTER IGNITER REMOVAL
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FORWARD
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FORWARD
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FORWARD
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FOR_gJU)
DOME
IGNITER BOOT REMOVED FROM FOR_gd_D
DOME
IGNITER BOOT INSULATION
IGNITER
IGNITER
IGNITER
IGNITER
IGNITER
IGNITER CHAMBER FORI_RD SURFACE
BLOWHOLE
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BER CODE"
8-02 00
S-03 00
8-,-04 00
8-05 00
PHOTOGRAPHS SORTED BY:
SEGMENT, ,PHOTO CODE, JOINT, SEGMENT END, NEGATIVE
FOR RSRM--7B
SEG/_RT DEG
SEGMENT JOINT END LOC
ZGITITER N/A N/A 340
IGNITER N/A N/A 340
IGNITER N/A N/A 0
IGNITER N/A N/A 360
25--Jui-1990
Pa_o 3
CO_NT
IGNITER ADAPTER FORWARD SURFACE
BLO_.iOLE
IGNITER ADAPTER FORV/ARD SURFACE
BLOWHOLE
IGNITER CHAMBER FORWARD SEAL SURFACE
IGNITER ADAPTER
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